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RESUMO

Esta tese concentra-se na redução da complexidade computacional e na necessidade de

largura de banda associada com a utilização de técnicas de alocação de recursos em sis-

temas de comuniação via rede elétrica (power line communication – PLC) com base no

esquema de multiplexação por divisão ortogonal na frequência (orthogonal frequency divi-

sion multiplexing – OFDM). Neste contexto, é introduzida a técnica sub-ótima chamada

de temporal compressive resource allocation (TCRA). Esta técnica é capaz de explorar

a relação existente entre microslots (exploração no domínio do tempo) para reduzir o

número de vezes por segundo que alocação de recursos é executada. Além disso, é pro-

posto um novo parâmetro, denominado de banda de coerência da relação sinal ruído

normalizada (normalized signal to noise ratio – nSNR) para informar precisamente a pla-

nicidade da nSNR. A eficácia deste parâmetro é comparada com a banda de coerência.

Diante disto, sua modelagem estatística para ambientes in-home, outdoor de baixa ten-

são e PLC-wireless é apresentada considerando distribuições de componentes individuais

e misturas de Gaussianas. Com base na definição da banda de coerência da nSNR, é des-

crita a técnica sub-ótima denominada spectral compressive resource allocation (SCRA).

Ela explora a relação existente entre os sub-canais adjacentes (exploração no domínio da

frequência) para reduzir a dimensão do vector de nSNR, que é a principal informação de

entrada para a técnicas de alocação de recursos. Com base no fato de que a geometria

de tiles associadas com a transformada de Fourier discreta limita os ganhos associados

com o uso da técnica SCRA em conjunto com o esquema OFDM, é introduzido pela pri-

meira vez o esquema chamado multiplexação por divisão ortogonal no tempo-frequência

(orthogonal time-frequency division multiplexing – OTFDM). Este esquema se baseia na

transformada ortogonal de Stockwell discreta para oferecer diferentes geometrias de tiles

e funciona tanto para comunicação de dados em banda de base quanto em banda pas-

sante. Os resultados numéricos baseados em canais PLC medidos e no uso de protótipo

de transceptores PLC mostram que as técnicas TCRA e SCRA podem trocar redução

de complexidade computacional por perda de taxa de transmissão e que economia de

complexidade computacional relevante pode ser realizada com baixas perdas na taxa de

transmissão. Ademais, os resultados numéricos mostram que o esquema OTFDM pode

ser superado pelo esquema de OFDM se a informação de estado de canal não está disponí-

vel no lado do transmissor. No entanto, a disponibilidade de tais informações no lado do

transmissor permite a utilização do esquema OTFDM em conjunto com a técnica SCRA

atingir uma melhoria notável em comparação com o esquema OFDM trabalhando com a

técnica SCRA.

Palavras-chave: Comunicação via rede elétrica. Alocação de recursos. Multiplexação por

divisão ortogonal na frequência.



ABSTRACT

This dissertation focuses on the computational complexity reduction and on the need for

network bandwidth associated with the use of resource allocation techniques in power

line communication (PLC) system based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) scheme. In this context, the so-called temporal compressive resource allocation

(TCRA) technique, which is a sub-optimal technique, is introduced. The TCRA is capable

of exploiting the existing relationship among microslots (time domain exploitation) to re-

duce the number of times per second the resource allocation technique is executed. Also, a

noval parameter, called nSNR coherence bandwidth, that precisely informs the flatness of

the normalized signal to noise ratio (nSNR) is proposed. The effectiveness of this param-

eter is compared to the coherence bandwidth. Also, its statistical modeling for in-home,

outdoor and low-voltage, and hybrid PLC-wireless channels with single-component and

Gaussian mixture distributions is presented. Based on the nSNR coherence bandwidth

definition, the spectral compressive resource allocation (SCRA) technique, which is a sub-

optimal technique, is outlined. The SCRA technique exploits the existing relationship

among adjacent subchannels (frequency domain exploitation) to reduce the dimensional-

ity of the nSNR vector, which is the main feeding information for the resource allocation

technique. Based on the fact that the geometry of the tiles associated with the discrete

Fourier transform limits the gains associated with the use of the SCRA together with the

OFDM scheme, the so-called orthogonal time-frequency division multiplexing (OTFDM)

scheme is, for the first time, introduced. The OTDFM scheme, which is based on the

discrete orthogonal Stockwell transform, offers different tile geometries and works in both

baseband and passband data communications. Numerical results based on measured

PLC channels and the use of prototype of PLC transceivers show that TCRA and SCRA

techniques can trade computational complexity reduction with data rate loss and rele-

vant computational complexity savings may be accomplished with low data rate losses.

Moreover, the numerical results show that the OTFDM scheme may be outperformed

by the OFDM scheme if channel state information is not available at the transmitter

side; however, the availability of such information at the transmitter side allow the use

of the OTFDM scheme together with the SCRAs achieve remarkable improvement in

comparison with OFDM scheme working with the SCRA technique.

Key-words: Power line Communication. Resource allocation techniques. Orthogonal

frequency division multiplexing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Power line communication (PLC) systems have been recognized and established

as an important and alternative data communication solution to fulfill, under some cons-

traints, the needs and the requirements associated with smart grid [1, 2], access network

[2, 3], internet of things [4, 5] and local area network [6, 7]. The rationale behind it is

the fact that electric power systems is ubiquitous, PLC technology uses the power cables

for data communication, and the PLC channel capacity surpasses 1 Gbps. However, the

electric power grids were primarily built for energy delivery, and, nowadays, they are re-

cognized as the most complex system developed so far by the human being and thereby

their use for data communication purpose is a challenging issue. The challenge is due

to the dynamic of loads connected to the electric power systems, the electromagnetic

compatibility and interference regulations, the physical characteristic and construction

(unshielded) of the power cables, and the impedance mismatch (among the power cables

and/or among the power cables and loads).

It is well-known the existence of multipath fading effects in the PLC channel [8–11]

and, as a consequence, its channel frequency response (CFR) is selective in the frequency

domain [12–16]. Moreover, the signal attenuation in the power cables increases with

the distance, from the transmitter to the receiver, and/or with the frequency increase

[12, 17–19]. Also, the dynamic of loads connected to the electric power grid results in

PLC channels behaving as linear periodically time-varying (LPTV) or as linear and time-

varying (LTV) [15, 20–24], mainly because the time-varying impedance mismatch among

loads and/or the electric power grids at the point of connection and the AC/DC converters.

With regards to the additive noise in PLC channel, the literature shows that it can be

modeled as a cyclo-stationary random process, which is synchronous with the mains cycle

[23–27]. Also, it is composed of several components, such as colored background noise,

impulsive noise (synchronous and asynchronous with the mains cycle), and narrow-band

interference (NBI) [10, 11, 27–29].

Due to the aforementioned characteristics of electric power grids for data communi-

cation purpose, current PLC technologies widely adopt multicarrier data communication

schemes based on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [30–34]. The most

used multicarrier scheme in a PLC system is the hermitian symmetric OFDM (HS-OFDM)

scheme [27,28,31,35–38], better known as discrete multitone modulation (DMT) scheme

[35,36], since the data communication is in the baseband. The main advantage of OFDM-

based schemes for PLC technologies is the fact that the information is transmitted through

distinct subchannels in a very efficient way. In an OFDM scheme, each subcarrier can

individually make use of a digital modulation for data communication and all of them

transmit information during the same interval. As the conditions vary among the sub-

channels, then resource allocation techniques must be applied in order to maximize the
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data rate or minimize the margin [39]. To do so, the channel state information (CSI) must

be available at the transmitter side, since these techniques use the normalized signal to

noise ratio (nSNR), which can be interpreted as the signal to noise ratio observed in all

subchannels when the transmitter allocates unitary transmission power in all of them for

data communication [39].

Resource allocation for OFDM-based PLC systems, assuming that the PLC chan-

nel is linear and time invariant (LTI), has been investigated in the literature. For instance,

authors of [35] proposed a least mean square channel estimator for offering variable data

rate in the DMT scheme for broadband PLC system. The problem of subchannel and

power allocation for indoor PLC networks with multiple links under power spectral density

constraint was investigated in [40], while [41] discussed the fairness of resource allocation

in PLC networks with multiple links. Moreover, [42] and [43] paid attention to the influ-

ence of the length of cyclic prefix for bit-loading and the performance analysis of different

bit-loading techniques, respectively. Multiuser resource allocation was discussed in [44]

and the resource allocation problem, in the presence of interferences, was presented in

[45]. Also, [46] presented a low complexity non-iterative discrete bit-loading algorithm

to maximize the data rate subject to a given bit error ratio (BER) and uniform power

allocation, whereas [47] proposes a fast bit loading algorithm based on the fractional knap-

sack algorithm. On the other hand, [48] introduced a modified incremental bit allocation

algorithm and compared its performance with incremental bit loading algorithm [49].

Furthermore, [50] proposes an efficient bit loading algorithm with peak BER constraint

for PLC systems.

The need for adaptive resource allocation in scenarios in which PLC channels are

LPTV was initially discussed in [23,25,26]. Recently, [22] and [21] have addressed optimal

resource allocation techniques using the idea of microslots. The microslot is a small time

slot in which the assumption about the PLC channel being time invariant applies. These

techniques maximize the transmission data rate by non-uniformly distributing the total

energy or total transmission power, which is available for a set of microslots within a cycle

of the mains signal, among the microslots. However, due to the time-varying behavior of

PLC channels and the large number of subchannels in practical PLC systems based on

OFDM schemes, the optimal resource allocation may result in unfeasible solution because

it can lead to very high computational complexity (intensive hardware utilization) and

network bandwidth consumption for data exchanges in PLC network because it may

not agree with hardware and bandwidth constraints imposed by the design of the PLC

transceiver and the PLC network.

The high computational complexity associated with [22] and [21] is related to

the fact that the optimal resource allocation technique must be performed many times by

second, at least, with a rate of 1/Tc, in which Tc is the coherence time of a PLC channel, in
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seconds. For instance, the coherence time of in-home PLC channel is equal to Tc = 600 µs

[51], then the optimal resource allocation technique must be evaluated 1666.67 times per

second. Additionally, every time the resource allocation technique is applied, part of

the network bandwidth available for data communication must be allocated to exchange

information related to the resource allocation technique. Therefore, if large number of

users and/or subchannels are considered, then the network bandwidth for exchanging such

information in a PLC network may considerably reduce the throughput of the whole PLC

network. That means, a search for resource allocation techniques with low computational

complexity and minimum data rate loss in comparison to the optimal or previous resource

allocation available in the literature is an important issue to be pursued. Note that only

[46–48,50] presented suggestions to reduce the computational complexity of the resource

allocation techniques.

Assuming the LPTV behavior of the PLC channels and the cyclo-stationarity of

the PLC additive noise, then periodic features of these channels and additive noise can be

combined to show that the nSNR is periodic in the time domain. If the nSNR is periodic,

then it can be exploited in order to group microslots (contiguous or not) sharing similar

nSNR and, as a consequence, it is possible to decrease the number of times the resource

allocation is executed per second. Therefore, the allocation result can be sub-optimal,

but savings in terms of computational complexity may be very interesting.

Another situation is to assume that the frequency domain representation of the

nSNR in PLC channels share similar information. Such similarity or relationship may be

exploited to group adjacent subchannels in a so-called chunk, such that all subchannels

in this chunk receive the same portion of the total transmission power and transmit the

same number of bits. This approach can reduce the dimensionality of the nSNR vector

that feeds the resource allocation technique and, as a consequence, it can potentially

decrease the computational complexity of the resource allocation technique. This case

yields computational complexity reduction in the frequency domain and, similar to the

time domain, the results are sub-optimal. Overall, it is evident that the exploitation of

both time and frequency domains together or independently for resource allocation is an

important research problem for investigation.

Although the approach which groups adjacent subchannels in a chunk may yield

computational complexity savings, it also can present a data rate loss in comparison to

the optimal resource allocation technique when OFDM-based schemes apply. It occurs

because adjacent subchannels with similarities still present different nSNR values in a PLC

system based on OFDM scheme, since the nSNR is selective in the frequency domain due

to the nature of CFR and the power spectral density (PSD) of the additive noise. To

overcome such problem several strategies can be applied. Among existing strategies, the

introduction of a new multicarrier scheme that groups adjacent subchannels in an efficient
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way can yield the same computational complexity reduction and small data rate loss in

comparison with the OFDM-based schemes.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

Based on the aforementioned problems and motivations for introducing low-cost

resource allocation technique for reducing the computational complexity of PLC transcei-

vers, the main objectives of this thesis are as follows:

• To introduce and analyze the so-called temporal compressive resource allocation

(TCRA) technique, which groups microslots sharing similar information (nSNR)

in order to reduce the computational complexity of resource allocation techniques

applied to OFDM-based PLC systems in the time domain when PLC channels are

LPTV. This technique exploits the existing relationship among microslots.

• To discuss a novel parameter, which informs the flatness of the nSNR, in the fre-

quency domain, in order to demonstrate that it is the most appropriate for grouping

a set of subcarriers sharing similar information (nSNR). The novel parameter is cal-

led nSNR coherence bandwidth.

• To introduce and to analyze the spectral compressive resource allocation (SCRA)

technique, which makes use of chunk of subcarriers specified by the nSNR coherence

bandwidth to reduce the computational complexity of resource allocation in OFDM-

based PLC systems. This technique exploits the existing relationship among the

subchannels.

• To present and analyze a novel multicarrier scheme, which is capable of exploiting

time-frequency representation of transmitted symbols to reduce the computational

complexity of resource allocation technique for PLC systems with minimal data rate

loss. This novel multicarrier scheme is called orthogonal time-frequency division

multiplexing (OTFDM). It is a kind of technique that can be used to jointly exploit

the time-frequency relationship.

1.2 THESIS OUTLINE

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 describes the TCRA technique for LPTV PLC channels and compares it

with other existing techniques in the literature.

• Chapter 3 presents the nSNR coherence bandwidth to inform the flatness of the

nSNR for resource allocation purposes and compares it with the coherence band-

width, which informs the flatness of the communication channel.
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• Chapter 4 focuses on the SCRA technique and compares it with the optimal resource

allocation technique discussed in [22].

• Chapter 5 describes a new multicarrier scheme named OTFDM and its variation

for baseband data communication. Moreover, this chapter proposes the use of the

SCRA technique together with the OTFDM scheme to reduce the computational

complexity of resource allocation techniques and shows its improvement in compa-

rison with the OFDM scheme.

• Chapter 6 addresses the main conclusions of this thesis.
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2 A TEMPORAL COMPRESSIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNI-

QUE FOR COMPLEXITY REDUCTION IN PLC TRANSCEIVERS

The need for adaptive resource allocation in scenarios in which PLC channels are

LPTV was initially discussed in [23, 25, 26]. Recently, [21] and [22] addressed optimal

resource allocation techniques using the idea of microslots, which defines a time slot in

which the channel state information is time invariant. These techniques maximize the

data rate by non-uniformly distributing the total energy, which is available for a set of

microslots, within a cycle of the mains signal, among the microslots. Yet, computational

complexity reasons prevent this resource allocation technique from being used in real time

implementation of OFDM-based PLC systems, because it demands a huge computational

complexity. Therefore, the introduction of practical low-cost bit loading technique capable

of exploiting the LPTV characteristic of PLC channel is of paramount importance and a

challenging issue to be addressed when the concept of microslots is taken into account.

Note that the fact that PLC channels are LPTV [51, 52] and the PLC additive

noise may be modeled by a cyclostationary random process with period equal to the period

of the mains signal [23, 25, 51, 52] implies that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) shows a

periodic behavior. Based on that information and aiming to reduce the computational

complexity of resource allocation technique, the IEEE 1901 standard [53] included the

possibility of using the bit loading calculated in one microslot of one cycle of the mains

signal, in the consecutive ones – limited to 8 microslots per cycle. Although it reduces

the computational complexity, limited improvement is observed because the number of

grouped microslots is at most 8.

In this context, this chapter introduces the temporal compressive resource alloca-

tion (TCRA) technique for exploiting the relationship among microslots and, as conse-

quence, offering a resource allocation technique with low computational complexity for

OFDM-based PLC systems when the PLC channel is LPTV. The main idea behind this

technique is the exploitation of existing relationship among the normalized SNR, over

microslots, in LPTV PLC channels, which allows a trade off between computational com-

plexity reduction and data rate loss. The TCRA technique, following [53] and different

from [21,22], allocates the same amount of energy among the microslots, which overcome

some difficulties hindering the use [21, 22] in a real-time OFDM-based PLC system, na-

mely (i) the need for much more hardware resource utilization and energy for bit loading

allocation (cost must be as low as possible); (ii) the potential violation of the electric

field radiation limits imposed by regulatory authorities (there is a limit on the PSD for

power allocation); (iii) the limitations imposed by the coherence time of PLC channels

and network bandwidth for data control exchanges because the CSI must be exchanged

among the users each microslots. The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:
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• The introduction of a novel bit loading technique that addresses existing relati-

onships within one cycle of mains signal, over consecutive cycles of the mains signal,

and both of them altogether to trade computational complexity reduction with data

rate loss.

• Performance analyses on measured data set and comparison with IEEE 1901 stan-

dard and the techniques proposed in [22]. Note that [22] is the main reference

technique in the literature for comparison.

2.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Assume an LPTV PLC channel that during a time interval Tc called coherence

time, is modeled as LTI. A microslot is defined as a time window spanning a time interval

Tγ , such that Tγ ≪ Tc. The noise is modeled, during each microslot interval, as an addi-

tive, stationary and zero mean random process. In each cycle of the mains signal there are

M microslots and, for each microslot, the PLC channel is modeled as a frequency-selective

LTI channel. The vectorial discrete-time representation of the channel impulsive response,

during the mth microslot, is h[m] = [h0[m], h1[m], · · · , hLh−1[m]]
T
, where Lh is the chan-

nel length and (·)T denotes the transpose operator. Now, if an OFDM scheme with N

subcarriers is taken into account, then H[m] = [H0[m], H1[m], · · · , H2N−1[m]]
T
is the dis-

crete frequency vector representation of an LTI PLC channel in the mth microslot. Also,

V[m] = [V0[m], V1[m], · · · , V2N−1[m]]
T
, in which E{Vk[m]Vj [m]} = E{Vk[m]}E{Vj [m]} for

k 6= j, E{Vk[m]} = 0, and E{·} denotes the expectation operator, is the vector correspon-

ding to the discrete frequency representation of the additive noise in the mth microslot.

Now, assume that

Λ|H[m]|2 , diag{|H0[m]|2 , |H1[m]|2 , · · · , |H2N−1[m]|2} (2.1)

and

Λσ2
V[m]

, diag{σ2
V0[m], σ2

V1[m], , · · · , σ2
V2N−1[m]}, (2.2)

where σ2
Vk [m] is the noise variance in the kth subchannel for the mth microslot. Thereby,

the nSNR, which represents the SNR in all subchannels when the transmitter allocates

unitary energy [39] in all subcarriers, can be defined by

Λγ[m] , diag
{

γ0[m], γ1[m], · · · , γN−1[m]
}

= Λ|H[m]|2Λ−1
σ2

V[m]
.

(2.3)

Note that Λγ[m] is a function of the channel. Based on the literature, a parameter that

represents the nSNR in all subchannels in the mth microslot is the normalized multichannel

SNR (nm-SNR), which is expressed by [39]

γ[m] = det
(

I2N +Λγ[m]

) 1
2N − 1, (2.4)
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where I2N ∈ R2N×2N is an 2N×2N identity matrix, and det(·) is the determinant operator.

To proceed, consider the vectors b[m] = [b0[m], b1[m], · · · , bN−1[m]]
T
and E[m] =

[E0[m], E1[m], · · · , EN−1[m]]
T
in which bk[m] and Ek[m] are the number of bits and the

energy allocated to the kth subcarrier at the mth microslot. Also, assume that matrix

representations of these vectors are given by Λb[m] = diag{b0[m], b1[m], · · · , bN−1[m]};

ΛE[m] = diag{E0[m], E1[m], · · · , EN−1[m]}. By applying a bit loading technique (e.g.,

water filling [39,54], greedy [55], LPTV-aware [22]) in each microslot, the optimal resource

allocation, in the sense of data rate maximization subject to a maximum total transmit

energy Et, applied to the mth microslot results in Λb
o[m] and ΛE

o[m] after solving a resource

allocation problem. In the literature, there are two criteria to solve a resource allocation

problem namely rate-adaptive and margin-adaptive [39]. This thesis considers the first

one in order to maximize the transmission data rate. The optimal results can be expressed

by

[Λb
o[m],ΛE

o[m]] = f(Λγ[m], Et,Γ), (2.5)

where Et is the total energy to be shared among the subcarriers at the mth microslot and

Γ denotes a gap factor from the Shannon capacity curve that accounts for the deployment

of practical modulation and coding schemes [39, 42, 44]. The optimal data rate obtained

for the mth microslot is given by

Ro[m] =
1

TOFDM
Tr(Λb

o[m]), (2.6)

where Tr(·) is the trace operator, TOFDM = Tsym + Tcp is the OFDM symbol duration

and Tsym and Tcp denote the time durations of the OFDM symbol and the cyclic prefix,

respectively.

The proposal discussed in [22], although optimal, may be impractical due to three

main reasons: (i) the need for introducing low-cost and energy savings telecommunication

equipment, which require lowering the hardware cost of the transceiver for dealing with

the constraints associated with emerging applications (smart grid, smart cities, etc); (ii)

the need for maximizing the network resource utilization by lowering the use of network

bandwidth for exchanging control information among the transceivers, which can conside-

rably reduce the throughput since the chosen bit loading technique needs to be run every

microslot, CSI must be exchanged every microslot, and the coherence time of PLC chan-

nels is usually around 600 µs [51]; and (iii) the need to respect the electric field radiation

limits regulated by national telecommunication regulatory agencies because the optimal

resource allocation in each microslot may violated these limits.

To think of solutions for these problems, it would be useful to examine the curves

plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. These plots portrays samples of, respectively, γ[m] and Ro[m]

– these were measured during six consecutive cycles of the mains signal in the electric

circuit of a laboratory at Federal University of Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais state, Brazil.
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Figure 1: Measures of γ[m] during six cycles of the mains signal.
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Figure 2: Estimates of Ro[m] during six cycles of the mains signal.

To obtain Ro[m], the water filling based bit loading technique was applied. Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2 illustrate that both γ[m] and Ro[m] are approximately periodic in the time domain

with period M (in these figures M = 25), which corresponds to one cycle of the mains

signal.

Now, assume that γ[m] is a random variable and so the correlation coefficient of

γ[m] among microslots may be expressed by

Cγ[m][τ ] =
E{(γ[m]− µγ)(γ[m+ τ ]− µγ)}

σ2
γ

, (2.7)

in which τ ∈ Z, µγ = E{γ[m]}, σ2
γ = E{γ[m]2} − µ2

γ. As shown in Appendix A, γ[m]

can be modeled as a cyclostationary random process whit period τ = M . The cor-

relation coefficient CRo[m][τ ] of Ro[m] is similarly defined. By exploiting the fact that

Cγ[m][τ ] ∼= Cγ[m][τ + M ] and CRo[m][τ ] ∼= CRo[m][τ + M ], a bit loading technique with

reduced computational complexity is devised in Section 2.2.
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Table 1: Three different cases that exploit the relationships.

Exploited relationship case #1 case #2 case #3

Among microslots
X X

inside one cycle

Among Nc cycles X X

2.2 THE TEMPORAL COMPRESSIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUE

The TCRA technique exploits the relationship among microslots inside one cycle

of mains signal, the relationship among Nc ∈ N
∗ cycles of mains signal or both of them.

Thereby, Table 1 addresses three different cases associated with the exploitation of these

relationships.

The TCRA technique is divided into two parts. In the first part, the Set Partiti-

oning Procedure, a partition of the set of microslots positions within a cycle of mains

signal in subsets is done. The second part, the Bit Loading Procedure, as indicated

in the flowchart of the TCRA technique shown in Fig. 3, is used to allocate bits to each

member of the partition. In the flowchart of Fig. 3, the Greek letter Υ is meant to be

replaced by either γ or Ro as the case may be. The two parts of the TCRA technique are

described next.

Get K ∈ N∗ samples of Υ[m]

Set Partitioning Procedure

Bit Loading Procedure

Yes

CSI Change?

No

Figure 3: The flowchart of the TCRA technique.
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Microslot Set Partitioning Procedure: in this part, Υ[m] = Ro[m] or Υ[m] =

γ[m]. Thus, microslot positions, which indicates the position of a microslot within a cycle

of the mains signal, are grouped into sets as follows:

step #1 Evaluate (2.7) using K ∈ N∗|K ≫ M samples of Υ[m].

step #2 Calculate the number of cycles of the mains signal that has high correlation

using Nc = max
CΥ[m][cM ]≥α2

{c + 1}, where c = 0, 1, 2, · · · is related to the cth cycle of

the mains signal and α2 is the correlation threshold among Nc cycles of the mains

signal.

step #3 Define M sets (one set for each microslot position) composed of the microslot

positions that have high correlation. Mathematically, define La
S = M sets, each one

denoted by Sl = {l − 1 + τ1 + τ2 |CΥ[m][τ1] ≥ α1, 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ M − 1, τ2 = cM, and

0 ≤ c ≤ Nc − 1}, where l = 1, 2, · · · , La
S and α1 is the correlation threshold inside

one cycle of the mains signal. Note that one microslot can be in more than one set

in this step.

step #4 Eliminate the sets that have all elements belonging to other sets (e.g., Sb
l , LS ←

minLa
S , subject to

⋃LS
l=1 S

b
l = {0, 1, · · · , MNc − 1}). Note that Sb

l ∩ S
b
i 6= {∅}, in

which l 6= i|l, i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , LS} can still occur.

step #5 Define the data rate of a set as εSl
= min

j
(Υ[Sb

l {j}]), where l = 1, 2, · · · , LS ,

j = 1, 2, ..., LSl
and LSl

= card(Sl), in which card(·) denotes the cardinality of a set.

step #6 Identify those sets associated with the microslot position p within Nc cycles of

the mains signal. Mathematically, l∗p , {l|Sb
l ∩{p} 6= {‰}}, where 0 ≤ p ≤ NcM−1.

step #7 In order to eliminate the intersection, define LS empty sets, Sl = {‰}, 1 ≤

l ≤ LS and assume that the microslot position p is inserted only in the Sl∗p{q} set,

which has the maximum data rate, q = argmax
j
(εSl∗p{j}

), where 1 ≤ j ≤ card(l∗p). As

a result, Sl ∩ Si = {‰} and card(
⋃LS

l=1 Sl) = MNc.

It is important to note that if the thresholds α1 < 1 and α2 = 1, then the proposed

technique exploits the cyclostationarity of Υ[m] only inside one cycle of the mains signal,

i.e. 0 ≤ τ ≤ M − 1 (case #1). On the other hand, by considering α1 = 1 and α2 < 1, the

cyclostationarity of Υ[m] is exploited along Nc cycles of the mains signal (case #2) and

if α1 < 1 and α2 < 1, then cyclostationarity of Υ[m] inside one cycle and among cycles

of the mains signal are jointly exploited (case #3). Finally, if α1 = α2 = 1, then the

proposed technique becomes the second technique described in [22], because it results in

the optimal data rate in each microslot.
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Bit Loading Procedure: After the Set Partitioning Procedure has yielded the

partition members, the following steps must be performed:

step #1 Evaluate (2.5) and (2.6) for the first microslot of each set (i.e. Sl{1}, l =

1, 2, · · · , LS).

step #2 Use the resulting bit allocations in the other microslots by considering the sets

provided by the Set Partitioning Procedure during Nc cycles of the mains signal.

Notice that the partition generated by the Set Partitioning Procedure, will remain unal-

tered during the operation of the transceiver unless the CSI changes. Therefore, the Set

Partitioning Procedure is executed only at the beginning of the transceiver operation and

whenever the CSI value changes. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm devised to implement the

TCRA technique.

The differences emerging from the choice of Υ[m] are summarized as follows:

• Υ[m] = Ro[m]: the data rate is a priori evaluated for all microslots by using the

chosen bit loading technique that allocates bits in the subcarriers associated with

microslots. Based on that bit loading information, the microslots partition is selec-

ted. It should be noted that the adoption of Υ[m] = Ro[m], raises considerably the

computational complexity of the Set Partitioning Procedure since the bit loading

technique is applied to all microslots, but the attained data rates are optimal for

the chosen microslots partition.

• Υ[m] = γ[m] implies that only nm-SNR estimates are considered for choosing the

microslots partition in which the bit loading allocation will applied. As a result the

computational complexity is considerably reduced since the bit loading technique

is applied only to the chosen partition. This choice offers a suboptimal data rate

because nm-SNR values do not correspond to the optimal data rate.

In order to evaluate the proposed technique, the data rate loss ratio per microslot

and the computational complexity reduction ratio per cycle are computed. Let the mi-

croslots on the cth cycle of the mains signal, which are associated with the jth element of

the lth set, be defined as

mc,Sl{j} ,
⌊

c

Nc

⌋

NcM + Sl{j}, (2.8)

where c = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 0 ≤ j ≤ LSl
, and ⌊a⌋ = max{m ∈ Z|m ≤ a}. Then, the minimum

data rate of the lth set on the cth cycle of the mains signal is, based on (2.6), defined as

Rmin
c,Sl

, min
0≤j≤LSl

{

Ro
[

mc,Sl{j}
]}

. (2.9)
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input :
K ∈ Z is the number of samples to estimate µΥ and σ2

Υ;
Υ[m] ∈ {γ[m] or Ro[m]};
α1 ∈ R is a threshold;
α2 ∈ R is a threshold;
M ∈ Z is the number of microslots in a cycle of mains signal;

begin
while PLC system is working do

Set Partitioning Procedure
• Step #1

µΥ = 1
K

K−1
∑

k=0

Υ[m];

σ2
Υ = 1

K

K−1
∑

k=0

(Υ[m]− µΥ)2;

for τ = 0 to K − 1 do

CΥ[m][τ ] = E{(Υ[m]−µΥ)(Υ[m+τ ]−µΥ)}

σ2

Υ

;

end
• Step #2
Nc = 0;
for c = 0 to K/M do

if CΥ[m][cM ] ≥ α2 then
Nc = c + 1;

end
end
• Step #3
La
S = M ;

for l = 1 to La
S do

Sa
l = {l − 1 + τ1 + τ2 |CΥ[m][τ1] ≥ α1, 1 ≤ l + τ1 ≤ M, τ2 = cM, and 0 ≤ c ≤ Nc − 1};

end
• Step #4
Sb

l , LS ← min La
S , subject to

⋃LS

l=1
Sb

l = {0, 1, · · · , M − 1};
• Step #5
for l = 1 to LS do

εSl
= min

j
(Υ[Sb

l {j}]);

Sl = { Ø };
end
• Steps #6 and #7
for p = 0 to NcM − 1 do

l∗p = {l|Sb
l ∩ {p} 6= {⊘}};

q = arg max
j

(εSl∗
p{j}

);

Sl∗
p{q} = Sl∗

p{q} + {p};

end
Bit Loading Procedure
while CSI do not change do

• Step #1
for cycles of mains signal multiples of Nc do

for the lth set do
ml = cM + Sl{1};
Evaluate (2.5) and (2.6) for microslot ml;
RSl

= Ro[ml];
end

end
• Step #2
Use RSl

in the others elements of Sl;
end

end
end

Figure 4: Algorithm for the implementation of the TCRA technique
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The minimum data rate value represents the worst case scenario for the lth set on the cth

cycle of the mains signal. Hence, the data rate loss ratio is defined as

η[mc,Sl{j}] ,
Ro[mc,Sl{j}]− Rmin

c,Sl

Ro[mc,Sl{j}]
, (2.10)

where Ro[mc,Sl{j}] is the optimal data rate for the jth element of the lth set on the cth

cycle of the mains signal and, because of that it can be used to evaluate the data rate

loss incurred by the proposed technique.

Now, let LS be the number of times that a bit loading technique is applied during

Nc cycles of the mains cycle in the Bit Loading Procedure. Then, the computational

complexity reduction ratio per cycle is defined as

ρ , 1−
LS

MNc
. (2.11)

Fig. 5 illustrates the differences in terms of computational complexity reduction (number

of times the bit loading technique has to be evaluated per cycle) among the optimal data

rate (bit loading is performed each new microslot) and the cases addressed in Table 1 when

M = 9. The black curve refers to the voltage waveform of the mains signal with frequency

equal to 60 Hz. Microslots with the same color are given the same resource allocation and

vertical lines indicate the instant that the nSNR is estimated and the resource allocation

is performed. The microslots positions are sequentially labeled modulo 9 (with an integer

number between 0 and 8).

Note that Fig. 5(a) shows the optimal data rate allocation, which is obtained when

the bit loading technique is applied in each microslot (α1 = α2 = 1). Also, the three cases

addressed by the TCRA technique which are depicted in Fig. 5 (b)-(d), are summarized

as follows:

• Fig. 5(b) applies for α1 < 1 and α2 = 1 (exploitation of relationship among mi-

croslots within one cycle of the mains signal - case #1). For this plot, the cth

cycle of the mains signal was divided in three sets (S1 = {(c, 0), (c, 3), (c, 4), (c, 8)},

S2 = {(c, 1), (c, 5)}, and S3 = {(c, 2), (c, 6), (c, 7)}, where (c, p) denote the pth mi-

croslot position on the cth cycle of the mains signal). The nSNR is estimated and,

in the sequel, the bit loading technique is applied in the microslot that corresponds

to the first element of each set. In other words, in the microslot whose microslot

positions are (c, 0), (c, 1), and (c, 2), respectively. The microslot positions represen-

ted by (c, 3), (c, 4), and (c, 8) make use of the bit allocation provided by the bit

loading technique applied in the (c, 0) microslot position. In the same way, the bit

allocation performed for (c, 1) is reproduced in (c, 5). Finally, in the (c, 6) and (c, 7)

microslot positions are applied the bit allocation obtained for the (c, 2) microslot

position. Note that the bit loading technique is executed three times per cycle of

the mains signal.
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Figure 5: An example for optimal data rate and for the TCRA technique. (a) Optimal

data rate, (b) the relationship among microslots inside on cycle of the mains signal is

exploited, (c) the relationship among cycles of the mains signal is exploited, and (d) the

relationship considering microslots and cycles of the mains signal are exploited.

• Fig. 5(c) exemplifies α1 = 1 and α2 < 1 (exploitation of relationship among cycles

of the mains signal - case #2). For this example, nine sets are defined and it is

assumed that α1 = 1 and Nc = 3. In other words, Sl = {(c, p), (c+1, p), (c+2, p)},

where 1 ≤ l ≤ 9 and p = l − 1. It means that the nSNR is estimated and the

bit loading technique is applied only in the microslot position associated with the

first element of each set (i.e., the microslot position (c, p)). The microslot positions

(c+ 1, p) and (c+ 2, p) make use of the same bit allocation obtained with microslot

position (c, p). The bit loading technique is executed nine times every three cycles

of the mains signal.

• Finally, Fig. 5(d) illustrates α1 < 1 and α2 < 1 (exploitation of relationship con-

sidering both microslots within one cycle and Nc cycles of the mains signal - case

#3) when Nc = 3. In addition, a cycle of the mains signal is divided into three sets
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(S1 = {(c, 0), (c, 3), (c, 4) (c, 8), (c + 1, 0), (c+ 1, 3), (c+ 1, 4), (c+ 1, 8), (c+ 2, 0),

(c+ 2, 3), (c+ 2, 4), (c+ 2, 8)}, S2 = {(c, 1), (c, 5), (c + 1, 1), (c+ 1, 5), (c+ 2, 1),

(c+ 2, 5)}, and S3 = {(c, 2), (c, 6), (c, 7), (c+ 1, 2), (c+ 1, 6), (c+ 1, 7), (c+ 2, 2),

(c+ 2, 6), (c+ 2, 7)}). The nSNR is estimated and the bit loading technique is ap-

plied in the microslot position related to the first element in each set, which are

(c, 0), (c, 1) e (c, 2). For the microslot positions belonging to set S1, the used bit

allocation is that one obtained for the (c, 0) microslot position. Similarly, for the mi-

croslot positions in the S2 and S3, the bit loading allocations are those ones obtained

in the (c, 1) and (c, 2) microslot positions, respectively. Note that the bit loading

technique is executed three times every three cycles of the mains signal. Overall,

note that α1 < 1 and α2 < 1 offer the minimum computational complexity because

the bit allocation is performed, in average, one time per cycle of the mains signal.

2.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

This section presents comprehensive performance analyses of the proposed techni-

que in terms of data rate loss ratio and computational complexity reduction ratio. Also, a

performance comparison with bit loading techniques described in [22] and the one devised

for IEEE 1901 standard [53] are shown.

The performance analyses are based on a data set obtained in a measurement cam-

paign carried out in low-voltage and indoor electric power grids in a laboratory at Federal

University of Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais state, Brazil. For the measurement campaign,

a field programmable gate array (FPGA)-based prototype of a PLC transceiver that ma-

kes use of an HS-OFDM scheme [28] and operates in the frequency band delimited by

10 MHz and 20 MHz, was used. For the OFDM symbol, the number of subcarriers is

N = 512; the length of cyclic prefix is Lcp = 128; the time period of an OFDM symbol

is TOF DM = (2N + Lcp)/2B ∼= 57.6µs; 460 subcarriers are used for measuring the PLC

channel frequency response because a guard frequency in both sides prevents out of band

interferences. The minimum time interval for estimating the channel frequency respon-

ses and/or measuring the additive noise with the FPGA-based transceiver prototype is

Tγ = (1/f0)/M = 666.66 µs because the main frequency is f0 = 60 Hz and, as a con-

sequence, M = 25. Samples of estimates of γ[m] and Ro[m], which were obtained in

the measurement campaign are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Note that γ[m] is

according to (2.4) and Ro[m] is the optimal data rate yielded by the water filling-based

bit loading technique.

Fig. 6 shows estimates of Cγ[m][τ ], 0 ≤ τ < 400 (sixteen cycles of the mains

signal) which were obtained with the measured data shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand,

Fig. 7 plots CRo[m][τ ] for the same range of τ . These graphs show that there is a strong

relationship among microslots within one cycle of the mains signal (i.e., 0 ≤ τ ≤ M − 1),
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Figure 6: Estimates of CΥ[m][τ ] for Υ[m] = γ[m] during 16 cycles of the mains signal.
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Figure 7: Estimates of CΥ[m][τ ] for Υ[m] = Ro[m] during 16 cycles of the mains signal.

for both parameters. Also, note that Cγ[m][τ ]|τ=375 = 0.97 and CRo[m][τ ]|τ=375 = 0.93.

This means that after 15 cycles of the mains signal, the correlation coefficient is still high

for the same microslot position within the cycle of the mains signal.

Fig. 8a, 8b, and 8c show the complementary cumulative distribution function

(CCDF) of data rate loss ratio when Υ[m] = γ[m] and illustrate the differences among

the outputs associated with case #1, case #2, and case #3, respectively. Also, Fig.

8a shows that the proposed technique is very sensitive to changes of α1. As α1 increases,

the probability that η[mc,Sl{j}] is higher than a pre-specified value is reduced; however, ρ

decreases because LS increases. Note that when α1 = 1.0, no computational complexity

savings is obtained because P (η[mc,Sl{j}] > 0.1) = 0.0 and, as a consequence, ρ = 0. On

the other hand, if, for instance, α1 = 0.1, then P (η[mc,Sl{j}] > 0.1) = 0.41 and ρ = 0.84.

It means that on average only 16% of the microslots in a cycle of the mains signal need
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Table 2: Complexity reduction ratio and data rate loss ratio achieved by the TCRA

technique when Υ[m] = γ[m] and Pη>0.05 = 1− P (η[mc,Sl{j}] ≤ 0.05).

Case #1 α1 = 1.0 α1 = 0.7 α1 = 0.3 α1 = 0.1 α1 = −0.7
Pη>0.05 0 0.318 0.548 0.606 0.876

ρ 0 0.52 0.76 0.84 0.96

Case #2 Nc = 1.0 Nc = 2 Nc = 4 Nc = 8 Nc = 16

Pη>0.05 0 0.162 0.314 0.434 0.524

ρ 0 0.5 0.75 0.875 0.9375

Case #3 Nc = 1.0 Nc = 2 Nc = 4 Nc = 8 Nc = 16

Pη>0.05 0.318 0.454 0.582 0.682 0.756

ρ 0.52 0.76 0.88 0.94 0.97

to be submitted to the chosen bit loading technique.

Fig. 8b shows that for the case #2, the probability P (η[mc,Sl{j}] > x) vary

significantly in comparison with the probabilities presented in Fig. 8a if, for instance,

Nc ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. The rationale behind this is the fact that the evaluated correlation

considering Nc ≤ 16 is high (see Fig. 7). On the other hand, the higher Nc is, the higher

η[mc,Sl{j}] becomes and, as a consequence, ρ increases. Note that ρ = 0 and ρ = 0.94 for

Nc = 1 and Nc = 16, respectively. It means that on average only 6% of microslots within

one cycle of the mains signal are submitted a chosen bit loading technique when Nc = 16.

Finally, Fig. 8c highlights improvements offered by case #3 (this case refers to

the combination between case #1 and case #2). For this plot, α1 = 0.7 and Nc ∈

{1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. Note that computational complexity savings is achieved, since ρ = 0.52

and ρ = 0.97 for Nc = 1 and Nc = 16, respectively. In other words, if Nc = 1 and

Nc = 16, then the bit loading technique have to be evaluated, on average, in 48% and 3%

of microslots, respectively.

Table 2 lists the computational complexity reduction ratio when the probability

of losing more than 5% of data rate for each case is considered (Pη>0.05 = P (η[mc,Sl{j}] >

0.05)). Note that Pη>0.05 = 0.548 and ρ = 0.76 for case #1, Pη>0.05 = 0.314 and ρ = 0.75

for case #2, and Pη>0.05 = 0.454 and ρ = 0.76 for case #3, if α1 = 0.3, Nc = 4 and

Nc = 2, respectively. These results confirm that the proposed technique can effectively

trade computational complexity reduction with data rate loss. Also, depending on the

acceptable data rate loss ratio, the best performance results can be attained by considering

case #2 or case #3. Overall, case #1 offers the lowest performance results in terms

of computational complexity reduction ratio.

The plots in Fig. 9 show the results obtained when the Set Partitioning Procedure

is executed on measured data set, which was collected in a given interval (DB#1) and

in an interval separated by 60 seconds from the first one (DB#2) in the laboratory at

UFJF. For both measured data set, the TCRA technique was applied using α1 = 0.7 and
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Figure 8: (a) CCDF of η[mc,Sl{j}] for case #1, where different values of α1 are used and

Nc = 1; (b) CCDF of η[mc,Sl{j}] for case #2, where different values of Nc are used and

α1 = 1; (c) CCDF of η[mc,Sl{j}] for case #3, where different values of Nc are used and

α1 = 0.7.
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∆T , when Υ[m] = γ[m] and Υ[m] = Ro[m].
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Figure 10: Performance comparison among the TCRA technique (case #3), the non-

adaptive bit loading technique (first technique) [22], and the bit loading technique imple-

mented in the IEEE 1901 Standard when Nc = 20.

Nc = 8. Note that P (η[mc,Sl{j}] > x) slightly differs when DB#1 and DB#2 feed the Bit

Loading Procedure. It indicates that the periodic behavior of low-voltage and indoor PLC

channels can still be observed after a long time period. Also, this plot highlights the fact

that a small change in data rate loss ratio is observed when Υ[m] = γ[m] in comparison

with Υ[m] = Ro[m]. Therefore, the adoption of Υ[m] = γ[m] is strongly recommended

for minimizing computational complexity.

Fig. 10 shows the performance comparison among the TCRA technique (case #3

– the best option for the TCRA), the non-adaptation bit loading technique for LPTV

channels (first technique discussed in [22]), and the bit loading technique implemented in
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the IEEE 1901 standard [53]. Note that the improvements (in terms of date-rate loss ratio)

offered by the TCRA technique can be significant in comparison with the non-adaptive

bit loading technique. Important to highlight that the proposed technique with α1 =

α2 = 1 achieves data rates that are equal to those obtained with the simplistic adaptation

technique, which is described in [22]; however, this kind of performance demands huge

computational complexity because the bit loading technique is applied in each microslot.

Regarding, the third and the fourth techniques described in [22], they offer optimal data

rate because energy is non-uniformally allocated among the microslots. However, both

techniques are not taken into account in our performance comparison because they can

potentially violate the electric field radiation limits, demand amplifiers with a wide linear

excursion, and require significant network bandwidth for data control exchange.

Further analysis on Fig. 10 shows that the improvements (in terms of date-rate

loss ratio) offered by the TCRA technique can be as high as 15% for a pre-specified value

of rate-loss ratio if the comparison is with the IEEE 1901 standard. According to the

IEEE 1901 standard, each cycle of the mains signal can be divided in up to eight sets

of microslots. In this context, a comparison between the TCRA (case #3) technique

(dashed lines) and the one presented in IEEE 1901 standard (solid lines) — see Fig.

10, considers the usage of three sets of microslots. These sets are constituted by 4, 8,

and 12 microslots, corresponding to ρ = 0.976, ρ = 0.988 and ρ = 0.992, respectively.

It is important to note that the computational complexity reduction ratio ρ = 0.992

extrapolates the limits of the IEEE 1901 standard because the cycle of the mains signal

is divided into twelve sets of microslots while the IEEE 1901 standard limits the number

of sets of microslots in 8. Note that, for ρ = 0.988, at 10% of the measured data the data

rate loss ratio is higher than 0.26, if the proposed technique is applied. On the other hand,

if IEEE 1901 standard technique is used, for 10% of the measured data the data rate loss

ratio is higher than 0.30. This result illustrates that the improvement in comparison with

the IEEE 1901 standard, is, in this case, around 15%.

2.4 SUMMARY

The main conclusions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• The proposed technique facilitates the trade off computational complexity reduction

for data rate loss and the use of it with the nm-SNR parameter as input is stron-

gly recommended due to its low computational complexity and low performance

degradation.

• The exploitation of the nm-SNR relationship within the main cycle and over the cy-

cles of the mains signal individually or together results in the best trade off between

computational complexity reduction and data rate loss.
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• The proposed technique yields improvements in comparison with the bit loading

technique recommended by the IEEE 1901 standard. Also, it achieves, under some

constraints, the same results as the simplistic adaptation technique, which is dis-

cussed in [22]. Furthermore, it outperforms the non-adaptive technique described

in [22]. Due to its flexibility to trade bit-rate with computational complexity, the

proposed technique is more appropriate for hardware implementation.
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3 A NEW PARAMETER TO BE CONSIDERED IN RESOURCE ALLO-

CATION FOR PLC SYSTEMS

The optimal resource allocation for each microslot as discussed in [22] may be

impracticable because it demands a very high computational complexity and signaling

overhead (network bandwidth). Moreover, the majority of practical resource allocation

techniques for OFDM-based PLC systems [35, 39–41,44, 47] makes use of the nSNR. Nu-

merical analyses of adjacent subchannels indicate that their nSNR present relevant rela-

tionship and, as a consequence, can be used to propose a sub-optimal resource allocation

technique with an important advantage: low computational complexity. However, a pro-

blem to exploit such relationship is the fact that a parameter that correctly informs the

flatness of the nSNR, as the coherence bandwidth does for the CFR, does not exist in the

literature. To extend the usefulness of the coherence bandwidth for computational com-

plexity reduction of resource allocation techniques, [56] and [57] introduced the use of it

to determine the size of group of adjacent subchannels sharing almost the same nSNR in

wireless communication systems based on OFDM scheme. Despite the interesting results,

the straightforward application of this idea to the PLC channel may not be appropriate

because PLC channels present increasing attenuation profile when the frequency increases

and the additive noise is a colored random process. The combination of the PLC channel

and noise results in an nSNR that is totally different from the CFR. Therefore, it is of

utmost importance to come up with a parameter that effectively characterizes the flatness

of the nSNR.

In this context, this chapter aims to introduce a new parameter that informs the

flatness of the nSNR for resource allocation in OFDM-based PLC systems. This para-

meter is named nSNR coherence bandwidth. Due to its characteristic, this parameter is

capable of capturing the flatness of the nSNR. Moreover, considering a data set cons-

tituted by measures of PLC channels and additive noises of in-home, outdoor and low

voltage, and hybrid PLC-wireless [58,59] environments, this chapter discusses comprehen-

sive statistical analyses of the nSNR coherence bandwidth for three different frequency

bands: 1.7-30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz and 1.7-100 MHz. The first and the second frequency

bands comply with European and Brazilian regulations for PLC system operation [60,61],

respectively, while the latter is being investigated for improving PLC system performance

[13]. The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• The proposal of the nSNR coherence bandwidth, which can be used to come up

with low computational complexity and sub-optimal resource allocation technique

for OFDM-based PLC systems.

• The comparison between the nSNR coherence bandwidth and the coherence band-

width to show, under which circumstances, the former parameter is more relevant
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than the latter for OFDM-based PLC systems.

• The statistical analyses of the nSNR coherence bandwidth for in-home PLC chan-

nels, low voltage and outdoor PLC channels and hybrid PLC-wireless channels me-

asured in Brazil in the three aforementioned frequency bands.

3.1 THE nSNR COHERENCE BANDWIDTH

Assume that the PLC channel is LTI within an OFDM symbol interval, since

the coherence time of PLC channels is much longer than the OFDM symbol interval.

Moreover, let h(t) and H(f) be the channel impulse response (CIR) and the CFR of an

LTI PLC channel. According to the literature, the coherence bandwidth is expressed by

[13, 16]

Bc,H = max
|RH (∆f)|≥α

{∆f}, (3.1)

where 0 6 α 6 1 is a threshold and RH(∆f) is the frequency correlation function, which

can be expressed by

RH(∆f) =

∞
∫

−∞
H(f)H∗(f +∆f)df, (3.2)

where (·)∗ represents the complex conjugate operator. According to [13,16], the coherence

bandwidth informs the flatness of the CFR. This is a very important information for situ-

ations in which the CFR drives the performance, such as frequency domain equalization.

To apply this information for resource allocation purposes, [56, 57] proposed the adop-

tion of the coherence bandwidth for grouping adjacent subcarriers in order to reduce the

number of subchannels information to feed the resource allocation technique in wireless

communication systems. Although the attained results are interesting for reducing the

computational complexity, a detailed look at the resource allocation technique shows that,

different from the frequency domain equalization, the nSNR is the information that drives

the performance of resource allocation.

In this context, let the transmission signal and the PLC additive noise be stationary

random processes, then the SNR in the frequency domain can be expressed by

γ(f) =
Sx(f) |H(f)|2

Sv(f)
, (3.3)

where Sx(f) is the PSD of the transmission signal and Sv(f) is the PSD of the additive

noise. Therefore, the nSNR can be expressed by

γ(f) =
|H(f)|2

Sv(f)
. (3.4)

Note that the nSNR varies with the square magnitude of the CFR, thus a small variation of

magnitude in the CFR may result in a large variation of the nSNR, which is not captured
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by the coherence bandwidth. Moreover, the nSNR depends on the additive noise PSD

that is not flat in electric power grids.

The coherence bandwidth can offer good results for reducing the computational

complexity of resource allocation techniques, as observed in wireless communication sys-

tems [56, 57], benefited by the fact that the additive noise in wireless channels is white

random process. On the other hand, the adoption of the coherence bandwidth for resource

allocation in PLC system demands more attention because it does not inform the flatness

of the nSNR. Thus, a new parameter capable to informing the flatness of the nSNR and

its statistical analysis for PLC systems can assist the introduction of a new sub-optimal

resource allocation technique with low computational complexity.

In this regard, this chapter advocates that the so-called nSNR coherence band-

width is the most appropriate parameter to be used for exploiting the existent relationship

among adjacent subchannels to come up with low cost resource allocation techniques for

PLC systems, since it precisely reflects the flatness of the nSNR. Grounded on the defi-

nition of the coherence bandwidth [13, 16], the nSNR coherence bandwidth is defined as

follows:

Definition 1 (The nSNR Coherence Bandwidth): Let γ(f) ∈ R be the nSNR as a function

of f ∈ R, −∞ 6 f 6∞, then the nSNR self-correlation function is given by

Rγ(∆f) =

∞
∫

−∞
γ(f)γ(f +∆f)df. (3.5)

Therefore, the nSNR coherence bandwidth is defined by

Bc,γ , max
|Rγ(∆f)|≥α

{∆f}, (3.6)

where α ∈ R|0 6 α 6 1 is a threshold.

The usefulness of Bc,γ is illustrated in Fig. 11. Fig. 11a shows the nSNR and

the magnitude of a CFR associated with a measured in-home electric power grid, while

Fig. 11b illustrates the PSD of the measured noise in the same circuit. The evaluation of

the self-correlation of the CFR and of the nSNR shows that both of them are different.

For instance, they yield, for a correlation level of 0.9, frequency shift of 5.1 MHz and

2 MHz, respectively. In this specific situation, the use of Bc,H = 5.1 MHz in resource

allocation technique may introduce remarkable data rate loss, because subcarriers with

very distinct nSNR are grouped in a same set. As the nSNR is the main information to

feed a resource allocation technique, then the use of the technique suggested in [56, 57]

can introduce remarkable data rate loss. For instance, if the bandwidth of a subchannel

in a PLC channel is ∆B = 50 kHz, then Bc,γ will group 40 subsequent subcarriers, while

Bc,H will group 102 subsequent subcarriers. Note that the problem with Bc,H is that it

does not properly take into account the influence of the additive noise, which is normally

not white, and the squared magnitude of the CFR.
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Figure 11: (a) The nSNR and the CFR magnitude associated with a measured in-home
PLC channel. (b) The PSD of a measured additive noise in a in-home electric circuit.

3.2 THE COHERENCE BANDWIDTH VERSUS THE nSNR COHERENCE BAND-

WIDTH

In order to clarify the differences between the nSNR coherence bandwidth and

the coherence bandwidth, assume that the CFR and the PSD of the additive noise of a

hypothetic channel are given, respectively, by

H(f) = 0.5|f |−0.45e2πfj , (3.7)

and

Sv(f) = 0.00025|f |−0.9. (3.8)

The plots in Fig. 12a show the magnitude curves of the CFR, the additive noise PSD and

the nSNR associated with this hypothetic channel for B = 50 MHz, for the same value of α.

For this channel, the coherence bandwidth Bc,H is equal to 195 kHz when the correlation
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Figure 12: Two hypothetic examples: (a) the flat nSNR (b) the flat CFR.

coefficient α is chosen to be 0.9, while the nSNR coherence bandwidth is Bc,γ = 50 MHz.

For instance, if an OFDM scheme applies, then the coherence bandwidth will inform that

at least ⌈B/Bc,H⌉ = 257 (where ⌈a⌉ = min{n ∈ Z|n ≥ a}) information of subchannels

must feed the bit loading technique, while the nSNR coherence bandwidth informs that

only one subchannel information is enough to perform the bit loading technique. In other

words, the nSNR coherence bandwidth can result in considerable savings in terms of

computational complexity of resource allocation techniques because it precisely capture

the flatness of the nSNR.

Now, assume that the CFR of a hypothetical channel is expressed by

H(f) = 0.001e2πfj, (3.9)
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and the noise PSD be expressed by (3.8). Fig. 12b shows the magnitude of the CFR, the

PSD of the additive noise and the nSNR curve for B = 50 MHz. For a correlation level

of α = 0.9, the values of the coherence bandwidth and the nSNR coherence bandwidth

are 50 MHz and 4 MHz, respectively. In other words, the use of coherence bandwidth

for reducing the computational complexity of resource allocation technique indicates that

the information of only one subchannel must feed the bit loading technique, while the

nSNR coherence bandwidth correctly suggests at least ⌈B/Bc,γ⌉ = 13 information of

subchannels must be feed the bit loading technique. One can note that, the coherence

bandwidth mistakenly shows that all subbands can transmit the same number of bits,

which does not make sense because the nSNR is not flat at all.

Finally, consider estimates of CFR of PLC channel and PSD of the additive noise

obtained during a measurement campaign carried out in seven residences, covering houses

and apartments in the city of Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais state, Brazil, by using the

measurement setup and the methodology discussed in [62] and [63], respectively. The

total number of measured CFRs and noise PSDs is 7,117. These estimates were obtained

by following [63]: sampling frequency equal to 200 MHz; frequency band from 1.7 MHz

up to 100 MHz; an HS-OFDM scheme [28] with lengths of OFDM symbol and cyclic

prefix equal to 2N = 4096 and LCP = 512, respectively; and frequency resolution of

each subchannel equal to 48.8 kHz. Fig. 13 shows the difference between the nSNR

coherence bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth for each measured channel. Note

that the nSNR coherence bandwidth is different from the coherence bandwidth, as it was

emphasized through the two previous hypothetic examples. For α = 0.9 (α → 1), there

is a slight difference between the two coherence bandwidths, whereas for α = 0.5 (α → 0)

this difference significantly increases. Furthermore, the nSNR coherence bandwidth is

smaller than the coherence bandwidth (Bc,γ < Bc,H) in 60.3% of the cases for α = 0.9

and 60.7% for α = 0.5. This shows that the nSNR coherence bandwidth is in general

more conservative than the coherence bandwidth, which means that a smaller number of

adjacent subchannels share similar information and will be grouped to feed the bit loading

technique if the nSNR coherence bandwidth applies.

3.3 STATISTICAL ANALYSES AND MODELING

The objective of this section is to perform statistical analyses of the nSNR cohe-

rence bandwidth in order to model its probability density function (PDF), by addressing

different frequency bands and types of channels. These analyses aims to obtain the best

model for the histogram of the nSNR coherence bandwidth for in-home, outdoor and low-

voltage and hybrid PLC-wireless channels by analyzing single-component and Gaussian

mixture distributions. This is an important analysis because it can assist the design of

novel resource allocation techniques with reduced computational complexity. The chosen
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Figure 13: Difference between the nSNR coherence bandwidth and the coherence band-
width (Bc,γ −Bc,H) observed in the measured of in-home PLC channels: (a) α = 0.9 and
(b) α = 0.5.

frequency bands are 1.7-30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz, and 1.7-100 MHz, which are named W30,

W50 and W100, respectively. Moreover, this chapter adopts α = 0.9, since it is the highest

α value among those generally accepted in the literature for determining the coherence

bandwidth, which are 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.

Note that the nSNR coherence bandwidth presents discrete values because the

channel estimation procedure works in the discrete-time domain; however, due to the

nature of the nSNR coherence bandwidth, it is a continuous random variable. Because

of that, the statistical analysis of Bc,γ takes into account several symmetric and asymme-

tric continuous distributions. The investigated single-component distributions are Log-

Normal, Exponential, Gamma, Inverse Gaussian, Logistic, Log-Logistic, Nakagami, Nor-

mal and Weibull, and the Gaussian mixture distributions are with two to four components.
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These choices refer to the fact that these distributions are widely used in the literature.

Based on [64], Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion

(BIC), efficient determination criterion (EDC), and Log-Likelihood function are used as

evaluation criteria to choose the best model for the histogram. For the Log-Likelihood

function, the distribution that offers the best modeling is the one with the maximum Log-

Likelihood value. Meanwhile, for the AIC, BIC and EDC criteria, the best modeling is

offered by the distribution showing the minimum AIC, BIC and EDC value, respectively.

For the latter three, there is a compensation for handling the number of parameters of

distribution, in order to provide a fair evaluation. This chapter assumes that a modeling

is the best one if it obtains the best value for the majority of evaluation criteria. Moreover,

the estimated parameters of the distributions that provide the best modeling of the nSNR

coherence bandwidth for all aforementioned frequency bands are listed in the Appendix

B.

3.3.1 In-home PLC channels

This analysis is based on measured in-home PLC channels and additive noise

gathered from seven residences, covering houses and apartments [58]. The data set used

is the same one briefly described in Section 3.2. The total number of measured in-home

PLC channels and PLC additive noise is 7,117, thereby there are 7,117 nSNRs.

Table 3 lists the evaluation criteria results for both single-component and Gaussian

mixture distributions. In this table, GMD indicates Gaussian mixture distribution and

the suffix refers to the number of Gaussian components. Note that for W30, W50 and

W100, the Gaussian mixture distributions achieve the best values of Log-Likelihood, AIC,

BIC and EDC than the single-component distributions. It is worth mentioning that the

three last evaluation criteria consider the number of parameters into their formulation to

inform the best distribution, and, even so, the Gaussian mixture distributions achieve the

best results. Overall, the Inverse Gaussian distribution attained the best modeling among

the single-component distributions for W30 and W50, while Log-Logistic distribution did

the same for W100. Meanwhile, the Gaussian mixture distribution with four components

yielded the best modeling for W30, W50 and W100.

Fig. 14a shows that the Gaussian mixture distribution with four components mo-

dels the histogram of the nSNR coherence bandwidth more efficiently than the Inverse

Gaussian, which is the best single-component distribution for W30. The two first peaks of

the histogram are properly modeled by the Gaussian mixture distribution with four com-

ponents, while the Inverse Gaussian distribution presents a result not as good in terms of

in shape and amplitude. Performing similar analysis, figures 14b and 14c show that the

Gaussian mixture distribution with four components offers a better modeling than the

Inverse Gaussian distribution for W50 and the Log-Logistic distribution for W100.
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Table 3: The evaluation criteria for the fits for Bc,γ in W30, W50 and W100 for in-home
PLC channels.

W30

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -98534.90 197073.80 197077.51 197103.55

Exponential -100934.90 201871.81 201873.66 201886.68

Gamma -99082.37 198168.75 198172.45 198198.49

Inverse Gaussian -98497.74 196999.48 197003.18 197029.22

Logistic -100342.44 200688.87 200692.58 200718.62

Log-Logistic -98607.59 197219.18 197222.88 197248.92

Nakagami -99913.76 199831.53 199835.23 199861.27

Normal -101341.53 202687.07 202690.77 202716.81

Weibull -99646.43 199296.86 199300.57 199326.61

GMD 2 -99165.43 198340.85 198375.20 198415.22

GMD 3 -98514.54 197045.08 197100.04 197164.06

GMD 4 -98087.46 196196.92 196272.49 196360.52

W50

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -99734.18 199472.36 199476.07 199502.11

Exponential -101997.96 203997.92 203999.77 204012.79

Gamma -100071.08 200146.16 200149.86 200175.90

Inverse Gaussian -99673.41 199350.82 199354.52 199380.56

Logistic -101205.73 202415.47 202419.17 202445.21

Log-Logistic -99906.66 199817.33 199821.03 199847.07

Nakagami -100627.09 201258.18 201261.88 201287.92

Normal -101770.72 203545.43 203549.14 203575.18

Weibull -100496.74 200997.48 201001.18 201027.22

GMD 2 -100296.14 200602.28 200636.63 200676.64

GMD 3 -99592.25 199200.50 199255.47 199319.48

GMD 4 -99141.55 198305.09 198380.67 198468.69

W100

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -100506.47 201016.93 201020.64 201046.68

Exponential -102307.68 204617.36 204619.22 204632.24

Gamma -100687.31 201378.63 201382.33 201408.37

Inverse Gaussian -100679.97 201363.94 201367.65 201393.69

Logistic -101772.61 203549.23 203552.93 203578.97

Log-Logistic -100499.32 201002.64 201006.35 201032.39

Nakagami -101279.54 202563.07 202566.78 202592.82

Normal -102562.94 205129.89 205133.59 205159.63

Weibull -101063.41 202130.83 202134.53 202160.57

GMD 2 -100940.68 201891.36 201925.71 201965.72

GMD 3 -100338.84 200693.68 200748.65 200812.66

GMD 4 -100063.96 200149.92 200225.49 200313.51
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Figure 14: The In-home PLC channel: The best modeling (by single-component and
Gaussian mixture distributions) of the nSNR coherence bandwidth (α = 0.9) for (a) W30;
(b) W50; and (c) W100.
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3.3.2 Outdoor and low-voltage PLC channels

For outdoor and low-voltage PLC channels, this subsection makes use of a data set

obtained from a measurement campaign carried out in a residential district of the Juiz de

Fora city, Minas Gerais state, Brazil [65]. In this measurement campaign 146 CFRs and

175 additive noises were obtained. The total number of evaluated nSNRs were 25,550 for

each frequency band (W30, W50 and W100).

Table 4 lists the results of the evaluation criteria for modeling the histogram of

nSNR coherence bandwidth with single-component and Gaussian mixture distributions.

For W30 and W100, the modeling with Nakagami distribution offers the best result for

the majority of criteria. The Nakagami distribution is closely followed by the modeling

with Gamma distribution. Although some Gaussian mixture distributions output high

Log-Likelihood value, the AIC, BIC and EDC criteria show that due to the number of

parameter of the Gaussian mixture distribution, it is not the best choice. In regards to

W50, the Gamma distribution shows the best results for the majority of evaluation criteria,

followed by the Nakagami distribution.

Figs. 15a-15c show the two best single-component modelings of the histogram of

the nSNR coherence bandwidth for W30, W50 and W100, respectively. Focusing on the

frequency bands W30 and W100, the Gamma distribution achieves a modeling slightly

shifted to the left and with the biggest amplitude, while the Nakagami distribution yields

a more proper modeling. For W50, there is a different situation because the characteristics

of the Gamma distribution makes it better than the Nakagami distribution for modeling

the histogram of the nSNR coherence bandwidth.

3.3.3 Hybrid PLC-wireless channels

The measurement campaign of hybrid PLC-wireless channels were carried out

together with the measurement campaign of in-home PLC channels, shortly described in

Subsection 3.3.1. Due to its uniqueness, two different data transmission directions must

be defined when working with PLC-wireless channels [58,59]: the first one is the PLC-to-

wireless direction, in which the transmission signal is injected in the electric power grid

and part of the energy of this signal is irradiated and captured by an antenna; the second

one is the wireless-to-PLC direction, in which the transmission signal is injected in the

air using an antenna and part of this signal is induced in the electric power grids and

captured by a PLC modem.

For statistical analyses, the total number of nSNRs used is 23,556. It is important

to emphasize that the estimated CIR of such channels is the same, regardless of the data

transmission direction. However, the additive noise is different for each data transmission

direction and, therefore, the nSNR is very different for the two directions.
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Table 4: The evaluation criteria for the fits for Bc,γ in W30, W50 and W100 for outdoor
PLC channels.

W30

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -312858.11 625720.22 625725.03 625780.15

Exponential -328049.06 656100.13 656102.53 656130.09

Gamma -312219.76 624443.52 624448.33 624503.45

Inverse Gaussian -313018.69 626041.37 626046.19 626101.31

Logistic -312840.05 625684.09 625688.91 625744.03

Log-Logistic -312686.29 625376.59 625381.40 625436.53

Nakagami -312185.08 624374.16 624378.98 624434.10

Normal -312842.01 625688.01 625692.83 625747.95

Weibull -312563.81 625131.61 625136.43 625191.55

GMD 2 -312222.74 624455.47 624496.21 624605.31

GMD 3 -312176.48 624368.97 624434.15 624608.72

GMD 4 -312181.57 624385.13 624474.77 624714.79

W50

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -313073.39 626150.79 626155.60 626210.73

Exponential -328220.03 656442.06 656444.47 656472.03

Gamma -312497.17 624998.33 625003.15 625058.27

Inverse Gaussian -313230.13 626464.27 626469.08 626524.20

Logistic -313203.60 626411.21 626416.02 626471.15

Log-Logistic -312916.95 625837.90 625842.72 625897.84

Nakagami -312533.09 625070.18 625074.99 625130.12

Normal -313275.27 626554.53 626559.35 626614.47

Weibull -312965.24 625934.48 625939.29 625994.42

GMD 2 -312542.99 625095.98 625136.72 625245.82

GMD 3 -312470.47 624956.94 625022.13 625196.69

GMD 4 -312541.92 625105.85 625195.48 625435.50

W100

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -313487.02 626978.04 626982.86 627037.98

Exponential -327935.39 655872.78 655875.18 655902.74

Gamma -312854.81 625713.62 625718.44 625773.56

Inverse Gaussian -313637.80 627279.61 627284.42 627339.54

Logistic -313559.78 627123.55 627128.37 627183.49

Log-Logistic -313354.47 626712.94 626717.75 626772.88

Nakagami -312843.40 625690.79 625695.61 625750.73

Normal -313580.47 627164.93 627169.75 627224.87

Weibull -313198.60 626401.21 626406.02 626461.15

GMD 2 -312907.13 625824.26 625865.01 625974.11

GMD 3 -312848.88 625713.77 625778.95 625953.52

GMD 4 -312845.10 625712.20 625801.84 626041.86
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Figure 15: The outdoor PLC channel: The best modeling (by single-component distribu-
tion) of the nSNR coherence bandwidth (α = 0.9) for (a) W30; (b) W50; and (c) W100.
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For the data transmission in the PLC-to-wireless direction, Table 5 shows the re-

sults of the evaluation criteria for the best modeling by single-component and Gaussian

mixture distributions for W30, W50 and W100. Note that, as in the outdoor PLC channels,

the single-component distributions yield the best results and the Gaussian mixture distri-

butions do not converge properly for the frequency band W30. The lack of convergence

is due to the fact that low frequency signals require longer antennas. As the antenna

used in the measurement setup has short length, the acquired noise is distorted in low

frequencies. Therefore, if the frequency band is low and the antenna length is not appro-

priate, then there is a larger distortion on the noise measurement, which interferes with

the nSNR coherence bandwidth. This effect is practically non-existent for the frequency

bands W50 and W100. As the nSNR shows different behavior in these frequency bands, the

modeling of the histogram of the nSNR coherence bandwidth with the Gaussian mixture

distributions as well as with the single-component distributions offered good results.

The single-component distributions with the best results for all evaluation criteria

in all frequency bands (W30, W50 and W100) is the Inverse Gaussian distribution. For the

frequency band W30, the Log-Normal distribution offers the second best results. When

analyzing the multimodal distributions, the Gaussian mixture distribution with four com-

ponents achieves the best results for all evaluation criteria for the frequency bands W50

and W100. To illustrate it, Fig. 16 shows the histogram of the nSNR coherence band-

width and the best modelings for W30, W50 and W100. Fig. 16a shows a small but visible

difference between the two best modelings, Figs. 16b and 16c revel that the Gaussian

mixture distribution with four components offers a modeling slightly better in shape and

amplitude than the Inverse Gaussian distribution for W50 and W100.

When the data transmission is in the wireless-to-PLC direction, there are different

results, because the additive noise in the PLC channel and wireless channel is different

[58]. The evaluation criteria for modeling the nSNR coherence bandwidth with single-

component distributions and Gaussian mixture distributions are listed in Table 6, while

Fig. 17 shows the best modeling of single-component and Gaussian mixture distributions.

For W30 the single-component distribution with the best results for all evaluation criteria

is the Gamma distribution, while for W50 and W100 the Nakagami distribution attains the

best results. Among all the Gaussian mixture distributions, the one with four components

provides the best results for the majority of evaluation criteria in the chosen frequency

bands W30, W50 and W100.

Fig. 17a shows that the Gamma distribution is not capable of properly modeling

the two first peaks of the histogram of the nSNR coherence bandwidth for W30, while

the Gaussian mixture distribution with four components achieves the best result. A

similar conclusion appears for W50 and W100 when the results obtained with the Nakagami

distribution are compared with the results yield by Gaussian mixture distribution with
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Table 5: The evaluation criteria for the fits for Bc,γ in W30, W50 and W100 for hybrid
PLC-wireless channels in the PLC-to-wireless direction.

W30

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -306270.67 612545.33 612550.08 612602.82

Exponential -309242.30 618486.60 618488.97 618515.35

Gamma -308901.13 617806.26 617811.01 617863.76

Inverse Gaussian -305104.51 610213.02 610217.77 610270.51

Logistic -318495.33 636994.65 636999.40 637052.14

Log-Logistic -307229.16 614462.32 614467.06 614519.81

Nakagami -311497.09 622998.17 623002.92 623055.67

Normal -321320.18 642644.36 642649.11 642701.85

Weibull -309173.85 618351.70 618356.45 618409.19

GMD 2 -321320.18 642650.36 642690.71 642794.09

GMD 3 -321320.18 642656.36 642720.92 642886.33

GMD 4 -321320.18 642662.36 642751.13 642978.57

W50

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -321643.44 643290.89 643295.64 643348.38

Exponential -323792.21 647586.42 647588.80 647615.17

Gamma -322771.73 645547.46 645552.21 645604.96

Inverse Gaussian -321067.91 642139.81 642144.56 642197.30

Logistic -330154.51 660313.02 660317.76 660370.51

Log-Logistic -322548.29 645100.59 645105.33 645158.08

Nakagami -324164.73 648333.45 648338.20 648390.94

Normal -330872.66 661749.31 661754.06 661806.81

Weibull -323122.76 646249.52 646254.27 646307.02

GMD 2 -320931.56 641873.13 641913.48 642016.86

GMD 3 -319734.78 639485.56 639550.12 639715.53

GMD 4 -319411.31 638844.63 638933.40 639160.84

W100

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -320919.29 641842.57 641847.32 641900.06

Exponential -323404.18 646810.36 646812.74 646839.11

Gamma -322028.12 644060.23 644064.98 644117.72

Inverse Gaussian -320361.20 640726.40 640731.14 640783.89

Logistic -328946.57 657897.14 657901.89 657954.63

Log-Logistic -321841.77 643687.54 643692.28 643745.03

Nakagami -323433.82 646871.65 646876.39 646929.14

Normal -329674.21 659352.42 659357.16 659409.91

Weibull -322447.99 644899.99 644904.74 644957.48

GMD 2 -319948.11 639906.21 639946.57 640049.95

GMD 3 -318662.09 637340.17 637404.74 637570.15

GMD 4 -318291.70 636605.40 636694.17 636921.61
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Figure 16: The hybrid PLC-wireless channel (PLC-to-wireless direction): The best mo-
deling (by single-component and Gaussian mixture distributions) of the nSNR coherence
bandwidth (α = 0.9) for (a) W30; (b) W50; and (c) W100.
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four components, as illustrated in Figs. 17b and 17c, respectively.

3.3.4 The nSNR coherence bandwidth for the three PLC channels

This subsection addresses an analysis of the nSNR coherence bandwidth for in-

home PLC channel, outdoor PLC channel and hybrid PLC-wireless channel. In this

context, Table 7 lists the minimal, mean and maximum values of the Bc,γ for W30, W50 and

W100 when the data set described in Subsections 3.3.1-3.3.3 are considered. Moreover, this

table lists, in the column “90 percent”, the value of x such that P (Bc,γ < x) = 0.9, in which

P (·) denotes the probability evaluated from the best modeling for each type of channel and

frequency band. Note that the minimal value of Bc,γ is 48.83 kHz in the majority of cases.

This value is the frequency resolution of the channel estimation procedure. However,

in-home PLC channel for W30 and W50 and hybrid PLC-wireless channel in the wireless-

to-PLC direction for W30 offer higher minimal Bc,γ. Moreover, all frequency bands (W30,

W50 and W100) show similar nSNR coherence bandwidth behavior with respect to the

types of channels. An exception of this rule is W30 for hybrid PLC-wireless channel in the

PLC-to-wireless direction, which shows minimal and “90 percent” values approximately

half of the values achieve by the frequency bands W50 and W100. Another important

observation is that the smallest nSNR coherence bandwidth is observed in outdoor PLC

channels, whereas the highest one is noted in hybrid PLC-wireless channels when the

wireless-to-PLC direction is considered.

3.4 SUMMARY

The main conclusions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• This chapter introduced the nSNR coherence bandwidth and showed that it is a

parameter more appropriate than the coherence bandwidth to inform the flatness

of the nSNR for resource allocation purposes. Also, it highlighted that the nSNR

coherence bandwidth presents different behavior in comparison with the coherence

bandwidth.

• For in-home PLC channels, this chapter showed that the Gaussian mixture distri-

bution with four components is the best model, among the considered distributions,

for the PDF of the nSNR coherence bandwidth. On the other hand, for outdoor

PLC channels, Nakagami or Gamma distributions are the best models for the PDF

of the nSNR coherence bandwidth.

• For hybrid PLC-wireless channels, the nSNR coherence bandwidth PDF modeling

is more complex. The Inverse Gaussian distribution offers the best model for the

frequency band of 1.7-30 MHz, while the Gaussian mixture distribution with four
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Table 6: The evaluation criteria for the fits for Bc,γ in W30, W50 and W100 for hybrid
PLC-wireless channels in the wireless-to-PLC direction.

W30

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -338382.36 676768.71 676773.46 676826.21

Exponential -342299.18 684600.37 684602.74 684629.11

Gamma -337489.26 674982.52 674987.27 675040.01

Inverse Gaussian -338794.61 677593.23 677597.97 677650.72

Logistic -339603.05 679210.10 679214.85 679267.60

Log-Logistic -338482.81 676969.61 676974.36 677027.10

Nakagami -337835.98 675675.96 675680.70 675733.45

Normal -340496.04 680996.09 681000.84 681053.58

Weibull -337658.32 675320.64 675325.39 675378.13

GMD 2 -338751.22 677512.44 677552.79 677656.17

GMD 3 -337411.74 674839.49 674904.05 675069.46

GMD 4 -336700.52 673423.04 673511.82 673739.26

W50

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -345404.82 690813.63 690818.38 690871.13

Exponential -348681.19 697364.37 697366.75 697393.12

Gamma -343643.98 687291.95 687296.70 687349.44

Inverse Gaussian -346232.74 692469.48 692474.23 692526.98

Logistic -344521.98 689047.96 689052.71 689105.46

Log-Logistic -345077.02 690158.03 690162.78 690215.53

Nakagami -343173.78 686351.56 686356.31 686409.06

Normal -344680.58 689365.16 689369.90 689422.65

Weibull -343186.45 686376.89 686381.64 686434.39

GMD 2 -343872.73 687755.46 687795.82 687899.20

GMD 3 -342361.33 684738.66 684803.22 684968.63

GMD 4 -342278.36 684578.72 684667.50 684894.93

W100

Distribution Log-Likelihood AIC BIC EDC

Log-Normal -347043.67 694091.34 694096.08 694148.83

Exponential -348733.30 697468.59 697470.96 697497.34

Gamma -344588.40 689180.80 689185.55 689238.30

Inverse Gaussian -348744.35 697492.69 697497.44 697550.19

Logistic -344987.88 689979.76 689984.51 690037.26

Log-Logistic -346281.91 692567.81 692572.56 692625.30

Nakagami -343790.17 687584.34 687589.08 687641.83

Normal -345121.24 690246.49 690251.23 690303.98

Weibull -343872.72 687749.45 687754.19 687806.94

GMD 2 -344465.13 688940.26 688980.61 689083.99

GMD 3 -342946.51 685909.03 685973.59 686139.00

GMD 4 -342861.10 685744.20 685832.98 686060.42
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Figure 17: The hybrid PLC-wireless channel (wireless-to-PLC direction): The best mo-
deling (by single-component and Gaussian mixture distributions) of the nSNR coherence
bandwidth (α = 0.9) for (a) W30; (b) W50; and (c) W100.
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Table 7: Some information about Bc,γ of in-home PLC channels, outdoor PLC channels
and hybrid PLC-wireless channels (both directions) for W30, W50 and W100.

In-home PLC channel

Frequency band Minimal (kHz) Mean (kHz) Maximal (kHz) 90 percent (kHz)

W30 97.65 530.84 2539.06 977.05

W50 146.48 616.36 2441.40 1130.37

W100 48.83 643.78 3759.76 1203.12

Outdoor PLC channel

Frequency band Minimal (kHz) Mean (kHz) Maximal (kHz) 90 percent (kHz)

W30 48.83 138.62 439.45 205.56

W50 48.83 139.55 439.45 209.47

W100 48.83 138.00 439.45 206.54

Hybrid PLC-wireless channel (PLC-to-wireless direction)

Frequency band Minimal (kHz) Mean (kHz) Maximal (kHz) 90 percent (kHz)

W30 48.83 177.12 2246.09 390.13

W50 48.83 327.83 2636.72 801.27

W100 48.83 322.50 3076.17 767.09

Hybrid PLC-wireless channel (wireless-to-PLC direction)

Frequency band Minimal (kHz) Mean (kHz) Maximal (kHz) 90 percent (kHz)

W30 97.65 717.36 4248.05 1288.08

W50 48.83 939.75 3613.28 1610.35

W100 48.83 941.82 3662.11 1620.12

components is more suitable for the frequency band of 1.7-50 MHz and 1.7-100 MHz,

if the data transmission occurs in the PLC-to-wireless direction. On the other hand,

if the data transmission occurs in the wireless-to-PLC direction, then the Gaussian

mixture distribution with four components offers the best modeling for the frequency

bands W30, W50 and W100.
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4 A SPECTRAL COMPRESSIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNI-

QUE FOR PLC SYSTEMS

Aiming reducing the computational complexity of resource allocation techniques in

OFDM-based PLC system, Chapter 2 exploited the relationship among microslots within

one cycle and among consecutive cycles of mains signal and, in consequence, it propo-

sed the TCRA technique to take advantage of such relationship. This is a sub-optimal

resource allocation technique that can offer significant computational complexity savings

by trading data rate loss with computational complexity reduction. On the other hand,

[56] and [57] have analyzed a chunk-based resource allocation for wireless communica-

tion systems based on OFDM scheme, which exploits the existing relationship between

adjacent subchannels (CSI exploitation) at the frequency domain in order to decrease

the computational complexity and the signaling overhead (i.e. network bandwidth for

exchanging control information to share the CSI and modulation parameters for all users

sharing the same PLC network). These two works suggested the specification of chunk

bandwidth based on the coherence bandwidth, benefited by the fact that the noise in

wireless channels is modeled as an additive white Gaussian random process. Essentially,

they proposed a technique that is capable of grouping a set of subcarriers, based on the

coherence bandwidth and, as a result, it succeed in reducing the computational complexity

of resource allocation technique when the existent relationship among the subchannels is

exploited in the frequency domain. However, Chapter 3 showed that the nSNR coherence

bandwidth is an appropriate parameter to be used for resource allocation problems in

PLC systems, because it precisely informs the flatness of the nSNR. Also, the flatness

of the nSNR is the parameter appropriated to group adjacent subcarriers in a set, which

can be represented by one of the subcarriers belonging to the set.

This chapter proposes a novel chunk-based resource allocation technique, called

spectral compressive resource allocation (SCRA), which is suitable for OFDM-based PLC

systems. The SCRA technique exploits the existing relationship among adjacent subchan-

nels for decreasing the computational complexity and for reducing the need for network

bandwidth for exchanging signaling overhead. Furthermore, on the basis of a measure-

ment data set composed of estimates of CFR and additive noise of in-home PLC channels,

this chapter analyzes the SCRA technique performance in terms of the data rate loss, the

computational complexity reduction and the symbol error rate (SER) for three different

frequency bands: 1.7-30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz and 1.7-100 MHz. For the same reasons expo-

sed in Chapter 3, the first and the second frequency bands comply with European and

Brazilian regulations for PLC systems [60,61], respectively, while the latter is a possibility

for future regulation for PLC systems [13]. The main contributions of this chapter are

summarized as follows:

• The introduction of the chunk-based SCRA technique for PLC systems based on
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OFDM scheme.

• The analyses of the SER and data rate loss performances of the SCRA technique

when the nSNR that represents each chunk is the minimal, mean, median or maxi-

mum nSNR value associated with the subcarriers belonging to the chunk.

• The analysis of the SCRA technique performance when the chunk bandwidth is

constant or adaptive (it varies according to the nSNR coherence bandwidth) for

three different frequency bands: 1.7-30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz and 1.7-100 MHz.

The SCRA technique, introduced in this chapter is fundamentally different from

the TCRA technique discussed in Chapter 2. While the SCRA technique addresses the

frequency domain, the TCRA technique focuses on the time domain. In other words,

the use of the SCRA technique together with TCRA can yield additional computational

complexity savings in comparison with the independent use of only one of them.

4.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION

The discussion will be centered on a data communication system over an LTV

PLC channel using an OFDM scheme. In this sense, let an OFDM-based PLC system be

working in a frequency band from 0 to B Hertz with N subcarriers and symbol length

equal to 2N , since the data transmission is in the baseband [27,28,35]. In this system, the

subchannel bandwidth is Bs = 2B/2N = B/N , in which N ≥ ⌈B/Bc,H⌉ (where Bc,H

is the coherence bandwidth, as discussed in the Chapter 3 and ⌈a⌉ = min{n ∈ Z|n ≥
a}), and the CFR of the LTI PLC channel is approximately flat within a bandwidth

equal to Bs ≤ Bc,H. Also, the LTV PLC channel behaves as an LTI channel during a

period of time shorter than the coherence time (Tc) and the vectorial representation of

the CIR of such LTI PLC channel is h =
[

h0 h1 · · · hLh−1

]T
, where Lh is the length

of the CIR and (·)T denotes the transposition operator. The CFR can be expressed by

H =
[

H0 H1 · · · H2N−1

]T
= W

[

hT 0T
2N−Lh

]T
, where 02N−Lh

is the (2N − Lh)-length

column vector composed of zeros and W denotes the 2N -size discrete Fourier transform

(DFT) matrix. Thus, the gain profile of such LTI PLC channel for all subchannels can

be expressed as a diagonal matrix Λ|H|2 = diag{|H0|2 , |H1|2 , · · · , |H2N−1|2} in which

diag{·} denotes a diagonal matrix.

This chapter models the additive noise as a colored Gaussian random process re-

presented in the frequency domain by V =
[

V0 V1 · · · V2N−1

]T
. In addition, with

E{·} representing the expectation operator, assume that the noise components are un-

correlated, i.e., E{VkVj} = E{Vk}E{Vj} for k 6= j; k, j = 0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1, and each

component Vk (k th element of V) is a random variable having mean E{Vk} = 0 and

variance σ2
k = E{|Vk|2} (the majority of papers on resource allocation in PLC systems

and PLC channel characterization assume that the noise is either additive white Gaussian
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noise (AWGN) or additive colored Gaussian noise [13,16,22,66]). Furthermore, the noise

PSD can be represented as the vector Sv =
[

Sv,0 Sv,1 · · · Sv,2N−1

]T
, where Sv,k is the

PSD at the kth subchannel. For convenience, this vector will be rearranged as a diagonal

matrix ΛSv = diag{Sv,0, Sv,1, · · · , Sv,2N−1}.

Differently of Chapter 2, which formulates the resource allocation problem sharing

the total energy among subcarriers, this chapter considers power allocation. In this sense,

the nSNR must be evaluated by

γk =
|Hk|2
Sv,kBs

(4.1)

and can be arranged as the nSNR diagonal matrix

Λγ,2N = diag
{

γ0, γ1, · · · , γ2N−1

}

=
Λ|H|2Λ−1

Sv

Bs
.

(4.2)

However, the data transmission is performed in the baseband and therefore the trans-

mission power and the bits are allocated only to the N subcarriers and not to the 2N

ones. Thereby, the nSNR vector can be expressed by γ =
[

γ0 γ1 · · · γN−1

]T
and

the nSNR diagonal matrix can be expressed by Λγ = diag
{

γ0, γ1, · · · , γN−1

}

, which are

used in the resource allocation problem.

In this context, the data rate maximization is obtained by solving a resource

allocation problem, which allocates portion of the total transmission power and bits to

each subcarrier. For the sake of simplicity, the operator that returns these allocations,

based on the rate-adaptive criterion, can be expressed by

[Λbo , ΛP o] = f(Λγ , Pt,Γ), (4.3)

where Tr(ΛP o) 6 Pt, Tr(·) is the trace operator, Pt is the total transmission power to be

shared among the subcarriers; Γ represents a gap factor from the Shannon capacity curve

that accounts for the deployment of practical modulation and coding schemes [39,42,44];

Λbo = diag{bo
0, bo

1, · · · , bo
N−1} and ΛP o = diag{P o

0 , P o
1 , · · · , P o

N−1}, with bo
k and P o

k being

the optimal number of bits and the portion of the total transmission power allocated to

the kth subcarrier, respectively. The resource allocation described in (4.3) can be solved by

the water-filling technique [39,54], which yields an optimal data rate for the transmission

of Λbo ∈ R
N×N
+ bits per symbol through all subchannels or by a greedy technique [39,55]

that offers a maximum data rate in the sense of the allocation of integer numbers of bits in

the subcarriers (Λbo ∈ Z
N×N
+ ). It is important to note that there are several contributions

to achieve both Λbo and ΛP o based on distinct constraints [22, 35, 39, 55].

The optimal data rate valid during Tc seconds, obtained after solving the resource

allocation problem, is expressed by

Ro =
1

TOFDM
Tr(Λbo), (4.4)
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TOFDM = Tsym + Tcp is the OFDM symbol interval, with Tsym and Tcp denoting the time

intervals for the OFDM symbol and the cyclic prefix, respectively.

Usually, resource allocation techniques allocate a portion of the total transmission

power and bits to each subcarriers to satisfy a BER or SER constraint; however, this

chapter only adopts the SER constraint, because it simplifies all deductions and the

results can be easily extended when the BER constraint applies. Thereby, let χk ∈ R+ be

the exact SER for kth subchannel calculated from bo
k and P o

k , then the peak SER and the

average SER can be evaluated, respectively, by

χ̇ = max
k
(χk), (4.5)

and

χ̄ =
1

N
Tr(Λχ), (4.6)

where Λχ = diag{χ0, χ1, · · · , χN−1} and max(·) returns the element with the maximum

value of a diagonal matrix.

A method for inserting the SER constraint into the resource allocation problem

is to specify a value for Γ, see (4.3). Considering uncoded square quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM), an upper bound of the SER for the kth subchannel is expressed by

[44, 45, 67]

χk < 4Q(
√
3Γ), (4.7)

where

Q(x) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

x
e−y2/2dy. (4.8)

A peak SER constraint of 10−6 can be upper bounded by taking Γ = 9.3 dB. In this case,

the peak SER upper bound is 0.87× 10−6.

There might be problems with the optimal resource allocation, since it considers

that the PLC channel is LTI. In fact, the time-varying nature of the PLC channel might

require a too frequent update of the allocated bits and the portion of the total trans-

mission power among all subcarriers (once at every Tc seconds, ideally), which increases

the signaling overhead. Consequently, the computational complexity can raise to unsur-

mountable levels (mainly when the value of Tc is small). For instance, if Tc = 600 µs

(reasonable assumption for in-home PLC channel), then the number of updates in one se-

cond is 1667, which demands considerable network bandwidth for data exchange, mainly

in the case in which a large number of user share the same PLC network, as discussed in

Chapter2. In this scenario, one approach for reducing the computational complexity is to

decrease the order of the resource allocation problem by introducing the concept of chunk,

as initially proposed in [56] and [57] for wireless communication systems. The idea is to

arrange sets of adjacent subcarriers into subsets called chunks, lumping together adjacent

subcarriers sharing similarities in terms of their corresponding subchannels into the same

chunk. With this idea in mind, Section 4.2 introduces the SCRA technique.
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4.2 SPECTRAL COMPRESSIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUE

The SCRA technique is a chunk-oriented power and bit allocation technique for

reducing the computational complexity by exploiting the existing relationship in the nSNR.

It can perform drastic dimensionality reduction of the nSNR vector before running the

bit loading algorithm. Unlike other techniques presented in the literature, the SCRA

technique does not propose a new algorithm for solving the resource allocation problem.

Basically, it introduces a procedure to group adjacent subcarriers into a same chunk

in order to reduce the dimensionality of the resource allocation problem and, thereby,

it must be combined with any existing bit loading algorithm for solving the resource

allocation problem. The dimensionality reduction (for this reason compressive) relies on

the segmentation of γ into Nc = ⌈N/Lc⌉ chunks, where Lc is the chunk length (number of

grouped subcarriers) corresponding to a bandwidth of LcBs Hertz. Therefore, each chunk

is constituted by a set of adjacent nSNRs.

The choice of Lc has significant impact on the performance of the proposed tech-

nique. There are two modes to use it.

• In the first one, the Lc value is constant for all LTI PLC channels and it does not

depend on the nSNR of a given LTI PLC channel. In this case, a preliminary analysis

of adopted model or measured LTI PLC channel specifies the Lc value according to

nSNR (Λγ). This is the simplest way to use the SCRA technique.

• The second mode chooses the Lc value by assigning a different Lc value for each

estimate of nSNR (Λγ) associated with LTI PLC channel. It consists of choosing

a different Lc value after estimating the nSNR and before running the bit loading

algorithm. Thus, the second mode is adaptive and depends on the nSNR. The

calculation of Lc is based on the nSNR coherence bandwidth and is evaluated by

Lc =
Bc,γ

Bs
, (4.9)

where Bc,γ denotes the nSNR coherence bandwidth, as introduced in Chapter 3.

Therefore, the more flat the nSNR is, the larger Lc and the higher the computational

complexity reduction are. In the adaptive mode, the threshold α in (3.6) is used to

trade the computational complexity reduction with the data rate loss.

Fig. 18 shows the algorithm devised for choosing the Lc value using the second

mode. This algorithm evaluates the nSNR coherence bandwidth in the discrete time

domain and therefore considers circular shift operator to evaluate (3.5), since the DFT

is the sampled version of the Fourier transform of a finite-length sequence. In this sense,

this algorithm assumes that Λγδ,2N = diag
{

γδ, γδ+1, · · · , γ2N−1, γ0, · · · , γδ−1

}

.
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input :
Λγ,2N ∈ R

2N×2N
+ is the nSNR matrix

N ∈ Z+ is the number of subcarriers
α ∈ R+ is a threshold

begin

δ = 0;
Cγ [0] = 1;
while Cγ [δ] ≥ α do

δ = δ + 1;

Cγ [δ] =
Tr(Λγ,2N Λγδ,2N )

Tr(Λ2
γ,2N

)
;

end

Lc = δ + 1;

end

Figure 18: The algorithm for choosing the Lc value when the SCRA technique
is adaptive.

After defining the Lc value (constant or adaptive), the chunks can be matricially

represented by

Λγc
, diag

{

γc,0, γc,1, · · · , γc,Nc−1

}

= CT ΛγC,
(4.10)

where γc,i is the nSNR representing the ith chunk and C ∈ RN×Nc is a sparse dimensiona-

lity reduction matrix. If the chunk is constituted by adjacent nSNRs, then the element

of C at the kth row and ith column is defined by

Ck,i ,







pk,i, iLc ≤ k < min{(i+ 1)Lc, N}
0, otherwise

, (4.11)

in which pk,i is a weight value given to the kth subcarrier at the ith chunk and min{a, b}
returns the minimum value between a and b.

An important parameter in the SCRA technique is pk,i, because it defines the

combination of the subcarriers belonging to the chunk in order to obtain the representative

nSNR for each chunk. The choice of pk,i can result in different performances of the SCRA

technique. For instance, γc,i can be rewritten as

γc,i =

min{(i+1)Lc ,N}−1
∑

k=iLc

p2
k,iγk. (4.12)

Thus, if pk,i = 1/
√

Lc, then γc,i becomes the mean of the nSNRs belonging to ith chunk.

Other possible value of pk,i is

pk,i =







1, γk = Ψ{γiLc
, · · · , γmin{(i+1)Lc,N}−1}

0, otherwise
, (4.13)
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where Ψ{·} is a function that returns the minimum, median or maximum value. If pk,i

is given by (4.13) with Ψ{·} being the function that selects the minimum value, then the

SCRA technique is conservative. This means that the data rate is the lowest that can

be obtained, but it satisfies the peak SER constraint. On the other hand, if the function

Ψ{·} selects the maximum value, then the SCRA technique yields the highest data rate;

however, the peak SER constraint may not be satisfied.

In the SCRA technique, the numbers of bits allocated to all chunks according to

their representative nSNRs, as well as the correspondent powers can be expressed by

[Λbc , ΛPc ] = f(Λγc
, Pt,c,Γ), (4.14)

where Λbc = diag{bc,0, bc,1, · · · , bc,N−1} and ΛPc = diag{Pc,0, Pc,1, · · · , Pc,N−1} are the

resource allocation obtained with any resource allocation technique based on the rate-

adaptive criterion; bc,i and Pc,i are the number of bits and the portion of the total trans-

mission power allocated to the ith chunk, respectively; Tr(ΛPc) 6 Pt,c; and Pt,c = PtNc/N

is the total transmission power shared among the chunks. Therefore, the order of the pro-

blem is Nc (usually Nc ≪ N), which is smaller than the order of the resource allocation

expressed by (4.3). The majority of the computational complexity of the SCRA technique

is in the bit loading algorithm, since the rest of the technique basically reorganizes the

data without performing mathematical operations. The gain in terms of computational

complexity reduction ratio that can be attained with the chunk-based resource allocation

is defined as

ρ , 1− 1

Lc
. (4.15)

For the adaptive mode, Lc value is not constant, then ρ is evaluated considering the ave-

rage chunk length for each value of α. Since high Lc value indicates that more subcarriers

are grouped together in a chunk, then the resource allocation technique can demand less

computational complexity. Moreover, if Lc = 1, then the resource allocation technique

must be executed for all subcarriers and, as a consequence, there is not a gain in terms

of computational complexity reduction ratio (ρ = 0).

The number of bits transmitted through each subchannel and its corresponding

allocation of transmission power are given, respectively, by the following diagonal matrices:

Λb , Z
(

CΛbcC
T
)

(4.16)

and

ΛP , Z
(

CΛPcC
T
)

, (4.17)

in which Z(·) is a function that sets off-diagonal elements to zero and C ∈ BN×Nc , B =

{0, 1}, has its elements expressed by

Ck,i =







1, iLc ≤ k < min{(i+ 1)Lc, N}
0, otherwise

. (4.18)
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In other words, (4.16) and (4.17) mean that the result of the bit loading algorithm obtained

for the ith chunk is applied to all subcarriers belonging to the set. Finally, the data rate

of the OFDM-based PLC system is expressed by

Rc =
1

TOF DM

Tr(Λb) (4.19)

and the data rate loss ratio is defined as

η , 1− Rc

Ro
, (4.20)

where Ro is the optimal data rate because Nc = N (see (4.4)). Note that (4.20) uses

Ro to quantify the data rate loss due to the use of the chunk-based resource allocation

technique. Depending on pk,i, it is possible to obtain Rc > Ro and, as a consequence,

η < 0, but the SER is compromised, as is shown in Section 4.3. Note that η compares

the SCRA technique with the optimal technique, which is proposed in [22].

Fig. 19 shows the algorithm devised for implementing the SCRA technique. If the

SCRA technique is adaptive, then first execute the algorithm in Fig. 18, in order to specify

the Lc value and, next, feed the algorithm of the SCRA technique with this information.

4.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

The purpose of this section is to discus performance analyses of the SCRA techni-

que in different scenarios. All analyses are based on measured in-home PLC channels and

additive noises. This data set is the same used in Section 3.3.1. The numerical analyses

address the frequency bands of 1.7-30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz, and 1.7-100 MHz, which are

represented by W30, W50 and W100, respectively. Furthermore, all analyses in this chapter

use a greedy technique based on [68], as described in [39], with Γ(dB) = 9.3 dB (i.e., the

peak SER constraint is 10−6).

This section is organized into three subsections. Subsection 4.3.1 analyzes the per-

formance of the SCRA technique for different ways of choosing the representative nSNR

for a chunk (i.e., different approach to chose pk,i values). Subsection 4.3.2 addresses a

comparison result of SCRA technique when adaptive and constant Lc is adopted. Finally,

Subsection 4.3.3 focuses on a comparison between the SCRA technique fed by the nSNR

coherence bandwidth and by the coherence bandwidth which is important result for vali-

dating the usefulness of Bc,γ. Finally, Subsection 4.3.3 focuses on a comparison between

the SCRA technique and the technique proposed in [56, 57].

4.3.1 Analysis of criteria for representing a chunk

The choice of the representative nSNR for a chunk, which depends on pk,i, changes

the SCRA technique performance. In this context, Fig. 20 shows the CCDF of peak and
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input :
Λγ ∈ R

N×N
+ is the nSNR matrix

N ∈ Z+ is the number of subcarriers
Lc ∈ Z+ is the length of the first Nc − 1 chunks
Pt ∈ R+ is the total transmission power
Γ ∈ R+ is the gap

begin
- Obtain Λγc

Nc = ⌈N/Lc⌉;
for i = 0 to Nc − 1 do

if i = Nc − 1 then

Λγc
[i, i] = Ψ{γiLc

, · · · , γN−1};
else

Λγc
[i, i] = Ψ{γiLc

, · · · , γ(i+1)Lc−1};
end

end

- Run the resource allocation algorithm

Pt,c = PtNc/N ;
Evaluate (4.14);
- Extend the results to all subcarriers

i = 0;
for k = 0 to N − 1 do

if k ≥ (i + 1)Lc then

i = i+ 1;
end

Λb[k, k] = Λbc [i, i];
ΛP [k, k] = ΛPc [i, i];

end

end

Figure 19: The algorithm for the implementation of the SCRA technique.

average SER, calculated by (4.5) and (4.6), respectively, for the aforementioned ways of

choosing the representative nSNR for a chunk, see previous section. This plot covers W100

and Lc = 8 (except for the optimal case, in which Lc = 1) to show the SER behavior

when the SCRA technique applies. Remember that the optimal case does not mean the

smallest SER, in this case all subcarriers are considered in the resource allocation and,

thereby, it is optimal in the sense of data rate. Note that the peak SER constraint of 10−6

is only guaranteed for 100% of the data set for the optimal case, as it is expected if the

representative nSNR is the minimum value in the chunk. Moreover, the peak SER yielded

by the proposed technique, when the minimum value applies, is slightly better than the

optimal resource allocation, showing that the SCRA technique has a conservative behavior.

For all other choices (mean, median and maximum values), the SCRA technique violates

the peak SER constraint. The results are similar for average SER, but in this case the

conservative behavior of the SCRA technique is more evident if the minimum value applies.

This occurs because the average SER performance of the SCRA technique is higher than
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Figure 20: The CCDFs of the peak SER (χ̇) and the average SER (χ̄) for different ways
of choosing pi,k with Lc = 8 and W50.

the average SER performance of the optimal resource allocation (in the sense of data

rate).

Fig. 21 shows the performance of the SCRA technique in terms of data rate loss

ratio for the aforementioned ways of choosing the representative nSNR associated with a

chunk. In this figure, P (η > x) indicates the probability of the data rate loss ratio being

higher than x. The case Lc = 1 is the reference, because it outputs the optimal data rate

due to the use of the resource allocation technique described in [22]. Note that the choice

of minimum value yields the highest data rate loss, but guarantees the SER constraint

(see Fig. 20).

When the representative nSNR associated with a chunk is the maximum value, a

data rate gain occurs in 100% of the data set, but the SER constraint is strongly violated

in all data set. Moreover, if the median value is adopted, then a data rate loss occurs in

19.7% of the data set. On the other hand, if the mean value is used, then 100% of data

set show a small data rate loss. In spite of the small variation of data rate, it is important

to emphasize that median and mean values do not guarantee the peak SER constraint. In

other words, the minimum value is the best choice among the chosen ones, disregarding

the fact that it is conservative and introduces the highest data rate losses.

4.3.2 Analysis due to the Lc value

The SCRA technique shows difference performance for each value of Lc. In this

regard, this subsection presents a comparison in terms of the data rate loss ratio and the

computational complexity reduction ratio. All analyses consider the minimal value for

the representative nSNR for a chunk, since it guarantees the peak SER constraint.

Fig. 22 shows two different information for W30, W50, and W100: (i) the CCDF of

data rate loss ratio (η) for the SCRA technique considering Lc ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}; and (ii)
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Figure 21: The CCDF of data rate loss ratio (η) for different ways of choosing pi,k with
Lc = 8 and W50.

Table 8: An example of the trade off between data rate loss ratio and computational
complexity reduction ratio in Fig. 22a for W30.

Lc 1 2 4 8 16

P (η > 0.05) 0 0.01 0.20 0.76 0.98

ρ 0 0.5 0.75 0.88 0.94

the computational complexity reduction ratio (ρ) for the same chunk lengths. Note that if

Lc = 1, then the SCRA technique yields the optimal data rate. In all frequency bands, the

Lc value drives the trade off between η and ρ. Also, the higher Lc is, the higher the data

rate loss ratio and the computational complexity reduction ratio are. Table 8 illustrates

this trade off for W30. As an example, if Lc = 2, then in 1% of the data set occurs data

rate loss higher than 5% and the computational complexity reduces in 50%, since the

number of chunks is half of the number of subcarriers. On the other hand, if Lc = 8, then

in 76% of the data set occurs data rate loss ratio higher than 5%, but the computational

complexity reduces in 88%. Overall, the plots of Fig. 22 show that the SCRA technique

yields similar results for all frequency bands when the Lc value is constant.

Fig. 23 shows the performance of the SCRA technique in terms of η and ρ when the

chunk length is adaptive (Lc = Bc,γ/Bs). As Bc,γ varies with α, the results are in terms of

α ∈ {1, 0.98, 0.95, 0.90, 0.85}. Note that if α = 1, then the SCRA technique returns the

optimal resource allocation, since Lc = 1. Figs. 23a-23c show the obtained results for W30,

W50, and W100, respectively. Also, note that α drives the trade off between the data rate

loss ratio and the computational complexity reduction ratio (i.e., the higher is α, the lower

are the values of η and ρ). For instance, if W30 and α = 0.9, then P (η > 0.05) = 0.78 and

ρ = 0.92. On the other hand, if W30 and α = 0.95, then P (η > 0.05) = 0.42 and ρ = 0.87.

A careful observation of Figs. 23a-23c reveals that the SCRA technique offers more gains
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Figure 22: The CCDFs of the data rate loss ratio (η) when the Lc value is constant. (a)
W30, (b) W50, and (c) W100.
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when the frequency bands increase and the Lc value is adaptive. As an example, if α = 0.9,

then P (η > 0.05) = 0.78, P (η > 0.05) = 0.84 and P (η > 0.05) = 0.87 for W30, W50, and

W100, respectively.

Finally, Figs. 24a-24c show the attained result with the SCRA technique when

the Lc value is constant or adaptive. Values of α were chosen in order to guarantee that

the computational complexity reduction ratio is similar for both constant and adaptive

modes. Fig. 24a-24c show the results for W30, W50, and W100, respectively. Note that the

adaptive mode of the SCRA technique may offer considerable improvement in comparison

with the constant mode, mainly if Lc increases.

4.3.3 Comparison between the nSNR coherence bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth

The SCRA technique working in the adaptive mode uses the nSNR coherence

bandwidth (Bc,γ) for determining the number of adjacent subcarriers to constitute a

chunk. It follows Chapter 3, which claims that the nSNR coherence bandwidth is the

correct parameter to be used in resource allocation techniques for PLC systems and

the use of the coherence bandwidth can result in mistakes. In order to reinforce the

correctiveness of this claim, this section discusses the SCRA technique performance when

the nSNR coherence bandwidth is used in (4.9) (as proposed in Chapter 3) and when it

uses the coherence bandwidth.

Fig. 25 shows the attained performance of the SCRA technique based on Bc,γ for

α ∈ {0.98, 0.90, 0.5}. In addition, this figure shows the SCRA technique performance

for the same α, when Bc,H replaces Bc,γ in (4.9). Figs. 25a-25c depict the results for

W30, W50, and W100, respectively. Note that if α is high (α → 1), then the performance

is similar for both coherence bandwidths in all frequency bands. This occurs due to the

fact that a high value of α produces a small coherence bandwidth and, consequently, a

small Lc value for both coherence bandwidths. Thus, the data rate loss ratio is small

for both of them and there is no significant difference between the use of them. On the

other hand, for a small α (α → 0), the data rate loss ratio is high and the use of the

nSNR coherence bandwidth offers a better compromise between data rate loss ratio and

computational complexity reduction ratio. Table 9 illustrate this kind of behavior for

W100. Note that P (η > 0.15) = 0 for α = 0.5 when the nSNR coherence bandwidth is

considered, which is very close to P (η > 0.15) = 0.002 for the coherence bandwidth. If

α = 0.98, then P (η > 0.15) = 0.948 for the nSNR coherence bandwidth, which is 0.037

smaller than P (η > 0.15) = 0.985 when the coherence bandwidth applies. Moreover,

the same α generates a similar computational complexity loss ratio when both nSNR

coherence bandwidth and coherence bandwidth apply, see last line of Table 9.
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Figure 23: The CCDFs of the data rate loss ratio (η) when the Lc value is adaptive. (a)
W30, (b) W50, and (c) W100.
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Figure 24: The CCDFs of the data rate loss ratio (η) when the Lc value is constant and
adaptive. (a) W30, (b) W50, and (c) W100.
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Figure 25: The CCDFs of the data rate loss ratio (η) when the Lc value is chosen based
on the nSNR coherence bandwidth and the coherence bandwidth. (a) W30, (b) W50, and
(c) W100.
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Table 9: Comparison between the SCRA technique feeds by Bc,γ and Bc,H for W100.

Bc,γ Bc,H

α 0.98 0.90 0.50 0.98 0.90 0.50
P (η > 0.15) 0 0.154 0.948 0.002 0.170 0.985

ρ 0.755 0.924 0.986 0.771 0.934 0.989

4.4 SUMMARY

The main conclusions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• The introduction of the SCRA technique, which groups adjacent subcarriers in

order to reduce the computational complexity of resource allocation techniques for

OFDM-based PLC systems.

• Only the minimal nSNR to represent a chunk, among those analyzed in this work,

guarantees the SER constraint. Thereby, it is the best way of choosing the nSNR

representative of a chunk, despite obtaining the highest data rate loss ratio.

• If the chunk bandwidth is constant, then the chunk length drives a trade off between

the computational complexity reduction ratio and the data rate loss ratio. On the

other hand, if it is adaptive, then this trade off is driven by the threshold of the

nSNR coherence bandwidth.

• A comparison between the SCRA technique working with constant and adaptive

chunk length/bandwidth with a similar computational complexity reduction ratios

shows that the adaptive mode yields lower data rate loss ratio than the constant

one.

• If the nSNR coherence bandwidth is used, in the adaptive mode, to specify the

chunk length/bandwidth, then the SCRA technique results in less data rate loss

ratio than the use of the coherence bandwidth.
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5 AN ORTHOGONAL TIME-FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

SCHEME

According to Chapters 2 and 4, the exploitation of the existing relationship among

microslots and among subchannels can individually yield low-cost resource allocation

techniques with reduced data rate loss in OFDM-based PLC systems, mainly because the

number of subcarriers and/or the number of users are large and the PLC channel is LPTV.

Different from the optimal resource allocation technique introduced in [22], TCRA and

SCRA techniques can trade data rate loss with computational complexity reduction and

their attained results showed that if the OFDM scheme is adopted, then each of them can

be separately deployed to considerably reduce the computational complexity associated

with resource allocation techniques.

Regarding the SCRA technique, Chapter 4 showed that the computational com-

plexity savings is relevant with significant data rate loss because the choice of the repre-

sentative nSNR for the chunk is in favor of the minimum value, disregarding the fact that

the chunk bandwidth is lower than the nSNR bandwidth. The minimum value of nSNR

is the most appropriate choice because it assures that the target symbol error probability

is not violated. As a consequence, the SCRA technique may yield substantial data rate

loss in order to considerably reduce the computational complexity of resource allocation

techniques applied to OFDM-based PLC systems. In this context, the introduction of

strategies, approaches or techniques that could somehow curtail such data rate loss can

notably benefit the use of the SCRA with a resource allocation technique.

Given the aforementioned context, this chapter introduces a new multicarrier

scheme that is capable of maximizing the usefulness of the SCRA technique for com-

putational complexity reduction purpose in a multicarrier-based PLC systems. The new

multicarrier scheme is called orthogonal time-frequency division multiplexing (OTFDM).

The core of this new multicarrier scheme is the discrete orthogonal Stockwell trans-

form (DOST) [69], which is capable of offering tiles in the time-frequency domain with

different geometries and, as a consequence, provides a novel perspective for grouping

subcarriers for computational complexity reduction as suggested by the SCRA techni-

que. Moreover, the OTFDM scheme can be applied to both baseband and passband data

communications. The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• The introduction of an OTFDM scheme in the baseband, which is required for PLC

systems, and its passband variation. This scheme organizes the information to be

transmitted in tiles with geometry, which is different from the tiles used for an

OFDM scheme. Therefore, it offers flexibility to achieve high performance in terms

of data rate loss ratio, compared with the OFDM-based schemes, if the SCRA

technique applies.
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• Analyses in terms of SER of the OTFDM scheme for PLC systems, considering

additive noise with different components, such as the background noise, impulsive

noise and NBI.

• A comparison analysis between OFDM and OTFDM schemes in terms of SER and

data rate loss ratio, when both of them are used together with the SCRA technique

for reducing the computational complexity of resource allocation techniques.

5.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let a PLC system based on OFDM scheme be working within a frequency band

from 0 to B Hertz. Assume sampling frequency Fs = 2B; OFDM symbol interval

Tsym = (2N + Lcp)/Fs, where N is the number of subcarriers; and subchannel band-

width Bs = B/N . Also, let {h[n]}Lh−1
n=0 be the CIR of an LTI PLC channel with length

Lh and time and frequency domain vectorial representation given, respectively, by h =

[h[0], h[1], · · · , h[Lh−1]]T ∈ RLh×1 and H = [H0, H1, · · · , H2N−1]
T = W2N

[

hT 0T
2N−Lh

]T
,

where W2N ∈ C2N×2N is the 2N -size DFT matrix, 02N−Lh
is the (2N − Lh)-length co-

lumn vector composed of zeros and (·)T denotes the transposition operator. Let H have a

matrix representation given by ΛH = diag{H0, H1, · · · , H2N−1}, where diag{·} denotes

a diagonal matrix. Now assume that the PLC signal is impaired by an additive noise,

which can be expressed by [10, 28, 29, 70]

v[n] = vbkgr[n] + vps[n] + vimp[n] + vnbi[n], (5.1)

where vbkgr[n] ∼ N (0, σ2) denotes the background noise modeled as AWGN; vps[n] ∼
N (0, Kσ2) denotes a periodic component with arrival interval tarr,ps = (1/2f0) (f0 is the

mains frequency of the power system and K parameterizes different levels of severity of

the impulsive noise components) and time duration Tw,ps; vimp[n] ∼ N (0, Kσ2) represents

an impulsive component with inter-arrival time tarr,imp modeled as an exponential random

variable with mean t̄arr,imp and duration Tw,imp; and vnbi[n] denotes an NBI component.

The NBI component is modeled by [29]

vnbi[n] =
(Υ−1)/2
∑

o=−(Υ−1)/2

Ao cos(2πkon/2N), (5.2)

in which Υ is the number of single-tone signals that constitute the NBI component, Ao =
−2Ac

Υ+1
|o|+Ac is the amplitude of the o th single-tone signal, Ac is the amplitude of the central

single-tone signal, ko = kc + o, and kc ∈ Z. Note that the frequency of the o th single-tone

signal is expressed by fo = koFs/2N and the power of the central single-tone signal is

Pnbi,c = A2
c/2. Moreover, let Vi =

1
2N

W2Nvi ∈ C2N×1 be the vectorial representation in

the frequency domain of the PLC additive noise, where vi is the i th 2N -length window

of {v[n]}; E{Vi} = 0, in which E{·} denotes the expectation operator.
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Now, let Xi = [Xi,0, Xi,1, · · · , Xi,N−1]
T ∈ CN×1 be the vectorial representation

of the i th OFDM symbol in the frequency domain. The vectorial representation of the

i th OFDM symbol in the time domain is expressed by xi = (1/2N)W
†
2NXhs,i, where †

denotes the hermitian operator and the k th element of the vector Xhs,i is obtained with

Xhs,i,k =































ℜ{Xi,N−1}, k = 0

Xi,k−1, k = 1, ..., N − 1

ℑ{Xi,N−1}, k = N

X∗
i,2N−1−k, k = N + 1, ..., 2N − 1

, (5.3)

in which ℜ{·} and ℑ{·} denote the real and imaginary components of a complex number,

respectively, and ∗ denotes the complex conjugation operation, since the data communica-

tion is performed in the baseband. The vectorial representation of the i th OFDM symbol

after the cyclic prefix insertion is given by

xcp,i =





0 ILcp

I2N



xi, (5.4)

in which Lcp > Lh − 1 is the cyclic prefix length, 0 ∈ RLcp×2N−Lcp is a matrix constituted

by zeros and Ia ∈ Ra×a is a a-size identify matrix.

Following this framework, the transmitted signal, in the time domain, is the infinite

succession of OFDM symbols extended with their cyclic prefix. Its expression is given by

x[n] =
∞
∑

i=−∞

2N+Lcp−1
∑

p=0

xcp,i,pδ[n− i2N − j], (5.5)

where x[n] ∈ R, xcp,i,p is the p th element of xcp,i and {δ[n]} is the impulsive sequence.

Then, the channel output can be expressed by

r[n] = r̃[n] + v[n]

= h[n] ⋆ x[n] + v[n].
(5.6)

where ⋆ denotes the convolution operator, r̃[n] is the PLC channel output free of noise and

v[n] is the additive noise at the PLC channel output. By assuming perfect synchronism

and removing the cyclic prefix, the vectorial representation of the ith received OFDM

symbol can be expressed by yi ∈ R2N×1. An estimate of Xhs,i can be obtained by applying

a frequency-domain equalization (FDE) based on zero-forcing (ZF) or minimum mean

square error (MMSE) criteria [71, 72]. By applying FDE based on ZF criterion, one

obtains

X̂hs,i = Λ−1
H Yi

= Λ−1
H (ΛHXhs,i +Vi)

= Xhs,i +Λ−1
H Vi,

(5.7)
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in which Yi = (1/2N)W2Nyi. Finally, by using the inverse of the mapping performed by

(5.3), then X̂i ∈ CN×1, which is an estimate of Xi, is obtained. Based on such formulation,

the normalized SNR in each subchannel can be expressed as

Λγ,2N = diag{γ0, γ1, · · · , γ2N−1}

=
Λ|H|2Λ−1

Sv

Bs
,

(5.8)

where γk is the nSNR at the k th subchannel, Λ|H|2 = ΛHΛ
†
H and ΛSv = E{ViV

†
i}/2B =

diag{Sv,0, Sv,1, · · · , Sv,2N−1}, in which Sv,k is the PSD noise associated with k th subchan-

nel. Note that the data transmission is performed in the baseband; therefore, the total

transmission power and the bits are allocated only to N subchannel and not to 2N ones.

Therefore, the nSNR vector can be expressed by γ =
[

γ0 γ1 · · · γN−1

]T
and the

nSNR diagonal matrix can, on the other hand, be expressed by Λγ = diag {γ0, γ1, · · · ,

γN−1

}

, which is used in the resource allocation problem. Furthermore, the SNR diagonal

matrix is expressed by

Λγ = diag{γ0, γ1, · · · , γN−1}

=
1

2
ΛP Λγ ,

(5.9)

in which γk is the SNR at the k th subchannel, ΛP = diag{P0, P1, · · · , PN−1}, Pk is the

portion of the total transmission power allocated for transmitting data through the k th

subchannel and Tr(ΛP ) is the total transmission power.

The data rate maximization is obtained by solving a resource allocation problem,

which allocates portions of the total transmission power and bits to each subcarrier. For

the sake of simplicity, the operator that returns these allocations can be expressed by

[Λbo , ΛP o] = f(Λγ , Pt,Γ), (5.10)

where Tr(ΛP ) 6 Pt, Γ denotes a gap factor from the Shannon capacity curve that

accounts for the deployment of practical modulation and coding schemes [39, 42, 44];

Λbo = diag{bo
0, bo

1, · · · , bo
N−1}; ΛP o = diag{P o

0 , P o
1 , · · · , P o

N−1}; bo
k and P o

k are the opti-

mal number of bits and the portion of the total transmission power allocated to the kth

subcarrier, respectively. Hence, the optimal data rate is Ro = Tr(Λbo)/Tsym.

The exploitation, in Chapter 4, of existing relationship among the elements of (5.8)

resulted in the introduction of the SCRA technique. As it is well-known, the choice of the

representative nSNR of the chunk may considerably influence the output of the resource

allocation technique. For the sake of simplicity, the operator that implements the SCRA

technique for the OFDM scheme can be expressed by

[Λb, ΛP ] = g(Λγ, N, Pt,Γ, Lc), (5.11)
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where g(·) denotes the implementation of the algorithm shown in Fig. 19 and Lc is the

chunk length. Moreover, the data rate obtained using this technique is R = Tr(Λb)/Tsym

and the corresponding data rate loss ratio is η = 1− R/Ro, as addressed in Chapter 4.

The optimal resource allocation technique applied to the OFDM scheme exploits

the fact that the nSNR does not vary in the time domain during one OFDM symbol

interval, since it is assumed that the PLC channel is LTI and the PLC additive noise is

stationary within an OFDM symbol. Fig. 26a shows the time-frequency representation of

the nSNR during an OFDM symbol interval for 2N = 16, in which different texture for

each tile represents a distinct nSNR value. Note that each tile (subcarrier) for the OFDM

scheme is supposed to have a different nSNR. Therefore, if the SCRA technique is applied

in order to reduce the computational complexity of a resource allocation technique, then

subcarriers are grouped in a chunk, which is represented by the minimal nSNR of all

subchannels associated with the subcarriers belonging to the chunk, in order to ensure

that the SER constraint is not violated. Thus, the subchannels with the nSNR values,

which are higher than the minimal nSNR, will transmit fewer bits than they potentially

could transmit and, as a consequence, more data rate loss is observed. However, if the

tiles could have geometries with distinct trade off between time and frequency spreads,

then the data rate loss could occasionally decrease.

Fig. 26b illustrates a tile geometry that is different from the one obtained by the

DFT within an OFDM symbol. Note that it is not possible guarantee that the nSNR

of the tiles are equal or not to the nSNR of the tiles associated with OFDM scheme.

However, if there is, or can be designed, a time-frequency transform that could, under

some constraints, offer tile geometries within an OFDM symbol different from the one

obtained with the DFT and distinct tiles with the same nSNR, as illustrated Fig. 26b.

In that situation, this time-frequency transform could be exploited to introduce a new

multicarrier scheme, which can be combined with the SCRA technique in order to reduce

the computational complexity with a data rate loss ratio lower than the one obtained

with the SCRA technique applied to the OFDM scheme.

In this context, the following research question arises:

Is it possible to come up with low-cost multicarrier scheme that is capable of

offering different tile geometries from the DFT in order to reduce the computa-

tional complexity of resource allocation in PLC systems with smaller data rate

loss than that one attained with the SCRA technique applied to the OFDM

scheme?
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Figure 26: Examples of tile geometry at the time-frequency domain for (a) OFDM scheme
and (b) hypothetic time-frequency representation when 2N = 16.

5.2 THE OTFDM SCHEME BASED ON THE DOST

In order to answer the research question posed at the end of Section 5.1, this

section outlines a new multicarrier scheme that can offer different trade offs between time

and frequency resolution of the tiles. Due to its inherent characteristics, the following

advantages are offered by the OTFDM scheme based on the discrete orthogonal Stockwell

transform (DOST):

• The DOST can be efficiently implemented with the fast Fourier transform (FFT)

[73, 74].

• Similar to the OFDM scheme, the OTFDM scheme can exploit the properties of the

circulant channel convolution matrix and, as a consequence, the FDE can be easily

implemented.

• The DOST is capable of yielding tiles in the time-frequency domain with different

geometries in a very efficient way.

• Similar to OFDM scheme, the OTFDM scheme can be adapted to operate in the

baseband or passband. If the OTFDM scheme operates in the baseband, then it

can be named hermitian symmetric OTFDM (HS-OTFDM).

In order to describe the OTFDM scheme, this section is organized as follows:

Subsection 5.2.1 deals with the DOST; Subsection 5.2.2 focuses on the OTFDM scheme;

the SNR and the nSNR in each tile are deduced in Subsection 5.2.3; and Subsection 5.2.4

discusses a strategy to apply the SCRA technique in the OTFDM scheme.
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5.2.1 The discrete orthogonal Stockwell transform

The DOST is a time-frequency transform proposed in [69]. The usefulness of the

DOST has being recognized in image compression [73,75], face recognition [76], and image

restoration [77]. Recently, a fast algorithm to efficiently implement the DOST using the

FFT has been introduced in [73, 74].

According to the DOST, each tile yielded by the DOST is localized in the time-

frequency space based on a set of three parameters: ν ∈ Z, which specifies the tile center

frequency; β ∈ Z∗, which represents the tile bandwidth; and τ ∈ Z, which determines the

tile location in the time domain. The basis function associated with the tile located at

the coordinates [ν, β, τ ] is given by [69, 73]

D[n][ν,β,τ ] =
1√
β

ν+⌈β/2⌉−1
∑

k=ν−⌊β/2⌋
e−i2π n

M
kei2π τ

β
ke−iπτ , (5.12)

where M denotes the length of the transform. Moreover, the set of all tiles with same ν

is named voice. In other words, the voice is the set of tiles with the same frequency band.

It is important to mention that to correctly apply the DOST and, as a consequence, to

ensure orthogonality in the time-frequency domain, the following rules must be applied

to specify the tile geometries [69]:

• ν and β must be selected so that each sample in the frequency domain is used only

once.

• τ = 0, 1, · · · , β − 1.

The inner product between D[n][ν,β,τ ] and a discrete-time sequence with M coeffi-

cients {ẋ[n]}M−1
n=0 (a dot over the lower case letter is used to indicate a coefficient in the

time domain from the DOST) results in the DOST coefficient located at the coordinates

[ν, β, τ ] that can be expressed by

Ẍ[ν,β,τ ] = 〈D[n][ν,β,τ ], ẋ[n]〉

=
1√
β

M−1
∑

n=0

ẋ[n]
ν+⌈β/2⌉−1
∑

k=ν−⌊β/2⌋
e−i2π n

M
kei2π τ

β
ke−iπτ ,

(5.13)

where two dots over the upper case letter is used to indicate a coefficient in the DOST

domain and 〈a[n], b[n]〉 denotes the inner product between a[n] and b[n]. Note that (5.13)

can be rewritten as

Ẍ[ν,β,τ ] =
1√
β

ν+⌈β/2⌉−1
∑

k=ν−⌊β/2⌋

[

M−1
∑

n=0

ẋ[n]e−i2π n
M

k

]

ei2π τ
β

ke−iπτ

=
1√
β

ν+⌈β/2⌉−1
∑

k=ν−⌊β/2⌋
Ẋ[k]ei2π τ

β
ke−iπτ

= 〈D̄[k][ν,β,τ ], Ẋ[k]〉,

(5.14)
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where a dot over the upper case letter is used to indicate a coefficient in the frequency

domain from the DOST (i.e., Ẋ[k] is the k th coefficient of the M-length DFT of {ẋ[n]})
and

D̄[k][ν,β,τ ] =



















1√
β
ei2π τ

β
ke−iπτ ν − ⌊β/2⌋ ≤ k

≤ ν + ⌈β/2⌉ − 1

0, otherwise

. (5.15)

It is important to emphasize that the representation of the sequence in the time-frequency

domain, based on the DOST, can be obtained from the time domain by using D[n][ν,β,τ ],

n = 0, 1, · · · , M−1, or from the frequency domain by using D̄[k][ν,β,τ ], k = 0, 1, · · · , M−1.
This information is very important because each of them leads to a different way to

implement the OTFDM scheme.

Also, the time-frequency representation of a signal can be obtained by using a

matrix formulation. To do so, {ẋ[n]}M−1
n=0 is replaced by the vector ẋ = [ẋ[0], ẋ[1], · · · ,

ẋ[M − 1]]T ∈ CM×1, so that the DOST coefficients are obtained with Ẍ = Dẋ, where

Ẍ = [Ẍ0, Ẍ1, · · · , ẌM−1]
T ; Ẍl = Ẍ[νl,βl,τl] is the DOST coefficient associated with the

l th tile, which is located at the coordinates [νl, βl, τl]; D = [D0, D1, · · · , DM−1]
T ∈

C
M×M ; and Dl = [D[0][νl,βl,τl], D[1][νl,βl,τl], · · · , D[M − 1][νl,βl,τl]]

T ∈ C
M×1 [73]. As

the DOST basis functions are orthogonal, then one can write DD† = MIM and the-

reby ẋ = 1
M

D†Ẍ. Furthermore, one obtain the time-frequency representation of a sig-

nal from its frequency domain representation by using Ẍ = D̄Ẋ, where Ẋ = WM ẋ,

D̄ = [D̄0, D̄1, · · · , D̄M−1]
T ∈ CM×M and D̄l = [D̄[0][νl,βl,τl], D̄[1][νl,βl,τl], · · · , D̄[M −

1][νl,βl,τl]]
T ∈ CM×1 [73]. As D̄D̄

†
= IM , then one can write Ẋ = D̄

†
Ẍ. Note that if βl = 1

for l = 0, 1, · · · , M − 1, then D̄ = IM and D = WM , which means that the DFT is a

particular case of the DOST.

To ensure that Ẍ ∈ CM×1 is hermitian symmetric when ẋ ∈ RM×1 (or vice versa),

the following rules must be applied [73]:

• l must be symmetric in the frequency domain as illustrated in Fig. 27 for M = 16.

• M and β must be powers of two.

• β0 = 1 and βM/2 = 1.

In the literature, the most used tile geometry in the DOST is the octave geometry

(also known as “octave sampling” [69,73]), see Fig. 27a. However, any valid tile geometry

(i.e., following the aforementioned rules) can be used. In this context, another tile geome-

try that can be used is the so-called B geometry, where {B ∈ N|1 6 B 6 M}. This tile

geometry is illustrated in Fig. 27b for B = 2 and M = 16. Note that the B geometry is

similar to the octave geometry, but if βl > B in the octave geometry, then βl = B in the

B geometry. In other words, if βl > B, then the l th tile is divided so that βl = B. On the
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Figure 27: Examples of tile geometries of the time-frequency domain for M = 16 and
hermitian symmetric. (a) Octave geometry and (b) B geometry with B = 2.

other hand, if the l th tile has βl 6 B, then this tile is equal at both tile geometries. The

main advantage of the B geometry is the fact that the majority of the tiles has the same

bandwidth.

5.2.2 The OTFDM scheme

Fig. 28 illustrates a block diagram of a transmitter for the OTFDM scheme for

working in the baseband, where Ẍi = [Ẍi,0, Ẍi,1, · · · , Ẍi,N−1]
T ∈ CN×1 is the i th OTFDM

symbol. The i th OTFDM symbol with hermitian symmetry is obtained by applying the

mapping described by (5.3) and its vectorial representation at the output of the block

M is expressed by Ẍhs,i = [Ẍhs,i,0, Ẍhs,i,1, · · · , Ẍhs,i,2N−1]
T ∈ C2N×1. Next, assume Ẍi,l,

l = 0, 1, · · · , 2N − 1, is the signal information in the time-frequency domain associated

with the l th tile of a DOST of length M = 2N using any valid tile geometry. Note that

the l th tile occupies a bandwidth of βlBs. The time-domain representation of Ẍi can

be expressed by ẋi =
1√
2N

D†Ẍhs,i, in which ẋi ∈ R2N×1. The Lcp-length cyclic prefix is

included in this vector by using

ẋcp,i =





0 ILcp

I2N



 ẋi, (5.16)

which is represented by the CP-block in Fig. 28. Following this framework, the transmis-

sion signal is the infinite succession of OTFDM symbols with cyclic prefix in the discrete

time domain, this step is represented by the parallel to serial (P/S) block of Fig. 28 and

can be expressed by

ẋ[n] =
∞
∑

i=−∞

2N+Lcp−1
∑

p=0

ẋcp,i,pδ[n− i2N − j], (5.17)
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Ẍi M Ẍhs,i
D† ẋi

CP
ẋcp,i P/S

x[n]

Figure 28: A block diagram to implement the transmitter of the OTFDM scheme in the
baseband.

where ẋ[n] ∈ R and ẋcp,i,p is the p th element of the vector ẋcp,i. Therefore, the OTFDM

symbol interval is Tsym = (2N + Lcp)/Fs.

Assuming perfect synchronization and CSI available at the receiver side, Fig. 29

illustrates two different receivers for the OTFDM scheme operating in the baseband, where

ṙ[n] is the signal at the channel output. Both receivers (of Figs 29a and 29b) obtain the

vector ṙi ∈ R2N+Lcp×1 and its corresponding vectorial representation, after the cyclic

prefix removal. The i th received OFDM symbol is expressed by ẏi ∈ R2N×1. Therefore,

the frequency-domain representation of vector ẏi is given by

Ẏi =
1√
2N

Wẏi

= ΛHẊhs,i +Vi.

(5.18)

The use of FDE based on ZF criterion (could be other criterion, such as the MMSE

criterion) yields an estimate of the transmitted OTFDM symbol in the frequency domain,

which is expressed by

ˆ̇
Xhs,i = Λ−1

H Ẏi

= Ẋhs,i + Λ−1
H Vi.

(5.19)

Note that this estimate is in the frequency domain and, of course, it does not represent

Ẍhs,i. In order to obtain an estimate of Ẍhs,i, one of the following options may be used:

• The first option is illustrated by the block diagram showed in Fig. 29a. The main

idea is to first evaluate an estimate of ˆ̇xi = (1/
√
2N)W

†
2N
ˆ̇
Xhs,i and, next, to obtain

ˆ̈
Xhs,i by applying the DOST, i.e., ˆ̈

Xhs,i = (1/
√
2N)Dˆ̇xi. Note that this option

makes use of the D matrix.

• The second option to obtain ˆ̈
Xhs,i is illustrated in Fig. 29b. Basically, it replaces the

matrix D by the D̄ matrix because D̄ = (1/2N)DW
†
2N and, as a consequence, the

need for applying the W
†
2N matrix in the vector ˆ̇

Xhs,i and the W2N matrix together

with the D matrix is eliminated. In other words,

ˆ̈
Xhs,i = D̄

ˆ̇
Xhs,i

= D̄Ẋhs,i + D̄Λ−1
H Vi

= Ẍhs,i + V̈h,i,

(5.20)
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Figure 29: Block diagram of two options to implement the receiver of the OTFDM scheme
in the baseband. (a) with high computational complexity and (b) with low computational
complexity.

where V̈h,i = D̄Λ−1
H Vi is the filtered noise in the time-frequency domain during the

i th OTFDM symbol interval.

Note that the second option demands lower computational complexity than the

first one, since the later does not execute the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)

and the DFT, as the former does. Also, the later uses the D̄ matrix that, different from

the full matrix D, is a sparse matrix. Finally, ˆ̈Xi, which is an estimate of Ẍi, is obtained

by applying the inverse of (5.3) in ˆ̈
Xhs,i, which is represented by the M−1-block in both

Fig. 29a and Fig. 29b.

Note that, if the OTFDM scheme uses the B geometry with B = 1, then D̄ = I2N

and the OTFDM scheme becomes the OFDM scheme. Therefore, the OFDM scheme

can be considered as a particular case of the OTFDM scheme. Finally, but not the

least, the block diagrams for the OTFDM in baseband can be adapted to implement the

OTFDM scheme in the passband. To do so, remove the M-block and the M−1-block,

then Ẍhs,i = Ẍi and all equations are valid by replacing 2N by N .

5.2.3 The SNR in the OTFDM scheme

This subsection deduces the SNR of each tile of the OTFDM scheme and provides

a relationship between it and the SNR of the tiles (subcarriers) of the OFDM scheme.

Following the formulation for the OTFDM scheme, one notes that the power of the filtered

noise in all tiles can be defined by

ΛPvh
, diag{Pvh,0, Pvh,1, · · · , Pvh,2N−1}

= Z




E{V̈h,iV̈
†
h,i}

2B



Bs

(5.21)
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in which Z(·) is a function that sets off-diagonal elements to zero and Pvh,l is the power

of the filtered noise at the l th tile. Note that if V̈h,i is replaced by Vi in (5.21), then it

returns the power of the noise in all tiles of the OFDM scheme. Rewriting (5.21), one can

obtain

ΛPvh
= Z

(

E{D̄Λ−1
H Vi(D̄Λ−1

H Vi)
†}}

2B

)

Bs

= Z
(

D̄Λ−1
H

E{ViV
†
i}

2B
Λ
−1†
H D̄

†}
)

Bs

= Z
(

D̄Λ−1
|H|2ΛSvD̄

†)
Bs

= Z
(

D̄Λ−1
γ,2ND̄

†)

(5.22)

and, as a consequence, Pvh,l can be expressed by

Pvh,l =

νl+⌈βl/2⌉−1
∑

k=νl−⌊βl/2⌋
|d̄lk|2γ−1

k

=
1

βl

νl+⌈βl/2⌉−1
∑

k=νl−⌊βl/2⌋
γ−1

k ,

(5.23)

where γk is the nSNR at the k th subcarrier (see (5.8)); d̄lk is the element of the D̄ matrix

in the l th row and the k th column; and, from (5.15), |d̄lk|2 = 1/βl. Note that the power

of the filtered noise at the l th tile is equal to the average of the inverse nSNR of all

subcarriers occupying the time-frequency space covered by a voice of the DOST.

It is important to mention that the normalized SNR diagonal matrix for the

OTFDM scheme can be defined by

Λγ̇,2N , diag{γ̇0, γ̇1, · · · , γ̇2N−1}

=
[

Z
(

D̄Λ−1
γ,2ND̄

†)]−1

= Λ−1
Pvh

,

(5.24)

where γ̇l = 1/Pvh,l is the nSNR at the l th tile. Surprisingly, one can note that γ̇l is the

harmonic mean of γk for νl − ⌊βl/2⌋ 6 k 6 νl + ⌈βl/2⌉ − 1.

The data transmission in PLC systems is performed in the baseband. Similar to

the OFDM scheme operating in the baseband, the total transmission power and the bits

are allocated only to N tiles and not to 2N ones. Therefore, the nSNR vector for the

OTFDM scheme can be expressed by γ̇ =
[

γ̇0 γ̇1 · · · γ̇N−1

]T
and the nSNR diagonal

matrix can be expressed by Λγ̇ = diag
{

γ̇0, γ̇1, · · · , γ̇N−1

}

, which is the information to

feed the resource allocation technique when the data transmission is over the baseband.

Finally, the SNR diagonal matrix for the OTFDM scheme is expressed by

Λγ̇ = diag{γ̇0, γ̇1, · · · , γ̇N−1}

=
1

2
ΛṖ Λγ ,

(5.25)
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where γ̇l is the SNR at the l th tile; ΛṖ = diag{Ṗ0, Ṗ1, · · · , ṖN−1}; Ṗl is the portion

of the total transmission power allocated for transmitting data through the l th tile; and

Tr(ΛṖ ) is the total transmission power.

In order to illustrate the discussion about the SNR and the nSNR yielded by both

OFDM and OTFDM schemes, it was assumed a measured in-home PLC channel with

magnitude spectrum depicted in Fig. 30a, an additive noise modeled as AWGN with PSD

of -109 dBW/Hz, and a total transmission power of -3 dBW uniformly distributed among

the 2N = 4096 tiles of both OTFDM and OFDM schemes. The choice of the B geometry

with B = 128 for OTFDM scheme is made to facilitate the understanding.

Aiming to differentiate the behavior of the SNR associated with the OTFDM and

the OFDM schemes, Fig. 30b shows the SNR value of each tile of the OTFDM scheme

for B = 128 and the SNR of each tile (subcarrier) of the OFDM scheme. The l th tile of

the OTFDM scheme is compared to the k th tile of the OFDM scheme due to the fact

that both of them are related according to (5.23). Also, this plot shows the mean value

of the SNR, in which the mean value is evaluated from all tiles of the OFDM within a

voice of the DOST. The plot shows that the difference between such mean value and the

SNR value associated with the OTFDM scheme can be relevant when the spread of the

SNR amplitude associated with the OFDM scheme, inside one voice, is big. Based on the

curves in Fig. 30b, it is clear that OTFDM scheme yields a constant value of SNR for all

tiles within a voice when the noise is AWGN and it is always lower than the mean value

and higher than the minimum value of the SNR associated with the OFDM scheme. This

behavior of the OTFDM scheme is predicted by (5.24).

Finally, but not the least, Fig. 30c shows the performance in terms of SER at each

tile for the OTFDM scheme (B = 128) with a 4-QAM modulation and the SNR for each

tile is given by Fig. 30b. The curves show the SER analytically calculated with (5.24) for

the OTFDM scheme and its corresponding results obtained with numerical simulations.

These curves show that the results analytically or numerically obtained are almost the

same. Such agreement confirms that (5.24) is correct.

5.2.4 The resource allocation in the OTFDM scheme

The OTFDM symbol is composed of independent and orthogonal tiles, thereby,

any resource allocation technique initially design for an OFDM-based scheme can be

directly applied to the OTFDM scheme, including the optimal and the SCRA techniques.

In this context, the optimal resource allocation applied to the OTFDM scheme can be

expressed by

[Λḃo , ΛṖ o] = f(Λγ̇ , Pt,Γ), (5.26)

where Λḃo = diag{ḃo
0, ḃo

1, · · · , ḃo
N−1}; ΛṖ o = diag{Ṗ o

0 , Ṗ o
1 , · · · , Ṗ o

N−1}; ḃo
l and Ṗ o

l are the

optimal number of bits and the portion of the total transmission power allocated to the
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Figure 30: Comparison between the OFDM and OTFDM (using B geometry with B =

128) schemes. (a) the CFR of the PLC channel (b) the SNR per tile and (c) the SER per
tile of the OTFDM scheme.
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lth tile, respectively. Therefore, the optimal data rate is Ṙo = Tr(Λḃo)/Tsym. Note that

this result is optimal for the OTFDM scheme; however, Ṙo is smaller than Ro, which is

the optimal data rate for the OFDM scheme. In fact, simulation results, discussed in

Section 5.3, show that Ṙo 6 Ro, since the data rate loss ratio expressed by η = 1− Ṙo/Ro

is such that 0 6 η 6 1. Moreover, the computational complexity of the optimal resource

allocation technique applied to both schemes is the same, since the number of tiles in

both schemes is equal.

To exploit the fact that the nSNR is equal in all tiles within a voice, the use of the

SCRA technique is strongly recommended. This resource allocation technique applied to

the OTFDM scheme can be expressed by

[Λḃ, ΛṖ ] = g(Λγ̇, N, Pt,Γ, Lc), (5.27)

where Λḃ = diag{ḃ0, ḃ1, · · · , ḃN−1}; ḃl is the number of bits allocated to the lth tile. Similar

to what was discussed in Chapter 4, the SCRA technique yields data rate Ṙ = Tr(Λḃ)/Tsym

and the data rate loss ratio relative to the optimal data rate obtained with the OFDM

scheme is evaluated by η = 1 − Ṙ/Ro. Moreover, the gain in terms of computational

complexity can be evaluated by ρ = 1− 1/Lc.

Based on Chapter 4 and supported by simulation results, discussed in Section 5.3,

the following rules must be applied to the SCRA technique properly work together with

the OTFDM-based scheme to obtain the best trade off between computational complexity

reduction ratio and the data rate loss ratio:

• The SCRA technique must be configured to use the minimal value of the nSNR

that represents a chunk (set of tiles), in order to ensure the SER constraint is not

violated.

• The OTFDM must use the B geometry with B = Lc being a power of two, in order

to obtain the minimal data rate loss ratio. It is mandatory because the SCRA

technique in the constant mode assumes all chunks with the same length and the

number of tiles occupying a time-frequency region of a voice of a valid geometry.

• The SCRA technique must be configured to work in the constant mode, since the

adaptive mode implies in Lc = Bc,γ/Bs, where Bc,γ is defined in Chapter 3, and, as

a consequence, Lc may not be power of two.

• B must be chosen based on statistical analyses of the nSNR coherence bandwidth by

taking into account that the largest bandwidth in B geometry is equal to BBs. This

is important because the voice with bandwidth higher than the nSNR coherence

bandwidth results in a high data rate loss ratio.
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5.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSES

This section addresses performance analyses of the OTFDM scheme in baseband

by adopting octave and B geometries. These geometries are analyzed, since the first one is

the most used in the literature for DOST applications and the second one is an interesting

suggested tile geometry because the majority of the voices have the same number of tiles,

something that facilitates the use of the concept of chunk for the SCRA technique.

5.3.1 The transmitter without CSI

This subsection analyzes the performance in terms of SER of PLC systems based

on the OTFDM scheme when the CSI is not available at the transmitter side. Moreover,

it compares the results with PLC systems based on the OFDM scheme, under the same

conditions. To do so, the simulations assume ideal channel, i.e., h[n] = δ[n], in order to

analyze only the PLC additive noise effect on the performance of the OTFDM scheme.

Moreover, B = 100 MHz, 2N = 4096, 4-QAM and the total transmission power of -

10 dBW. As the transmitter does not know the CSI, then the total transmission power is

uniformly distributed among the subcarriers/tiles (OFDM scheme) and among the tiles

(OTFDM scheme), in order to obtain the SER performance.

Fig. 31 shows the OFDM and OTFDM schemes performances in terms of SER,

when the additive noise is modeled as AWGN, i.e. v[n] = vbkgr[n]. In this figure, Eb/N0

denotes the energy per bit to background noise power spectral density ratio. Also, in the

legend of this figure the expressions “Octave”, “B = 8” and “B = 128” make reference to

the tile geometries used to implement the OTFDM scheme. Note that the OFDM scheme

and OTFDM scheme, disregarding the tile geometries, attain the same performance in

terms of SER. It means that the SER performance is not modified by the tile geometry

when the additive noise is AWGN, since such noise is equally spread all over time-frequency

domain.

Fig. 32 illustrates the SER performance of the OFDM and OTFDM schemes, when

the additive noise is composed of background noise and NBI components, i.e. v[n] =

vbkgr[n] + vnbi[n], where vnbi[n] is modeled by (5.2) with Υ = 7, kc = 1638 and Pnbi,c =

7 dB. Note that the performance in terms of SER depends on the tile geometry and the

OTFDM scheme can yield better SER performance than the OFDM scheme. Among the

OTFDM schemes, the worst SER performance was achieved by the OTFDM scheme with

B = 128. On the other hand, the OTFDM scheme with octave geometry and B geometry

(with B = 8) attained better performance, in terms of SER, than the OFDM scheme.

Moreover, the OTFDM scheme with octave geometry does not show an error floor for SER

higher than 10−6. Actually, for the octave geometry the OTFDM scheme performance is

impressive. Overall, the plots in Fig. 32 show that, for a given tile geometry, the OTFDM

scheme can be a good alternative for designing multicarrier based PLC systems when the
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Figure 31: The SER performances of the OFDM and the OTFDM schemes impaired by
the background noise modeled as AWGN.
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Figure 32: The SER performances of the OFDM and the OTFDM schemes impaired by
the background noise modeled as AWGN and the NBI component.

additive noise is composed of AWGN and NBI components.

Fig. 33 shows the SER performance of the OFDM and OTFDM schemes impaired

by an additive noise constituted by background and impulsive (synchronous and asynch-

ronous) components, i.e., v[n] = vbkgr[n] + vps[n] + vimp[n]. To obtain these curves, the

impulsive noise component were modeled using K = 1000, Tw,ps = Tw,imp = 1 µs and

t̄arr,imp = 10 ms. Note that the chosen tile geometry for the OTFDM scheme offers dis-

tinct SER performances. The curves show that the OTFDM scheme yields larger error

floor than the OFDM scheme. Moreover, OTFDM obtains better performance in terms

of SER for some Eb/N0 values than the OFDM scheme, whereas the latter achieves bet-
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Figure 33: SER performance of the OFDM and OTFDM schemes impaired by the back-
ground noise and impulsive noise components.

ter performance in terms of SER for high Eb/N0 values. These results indicate that the

OFDM scheme offers the best performance for high Eb/N0 when the PLC additive noise

is composed of impulsive noise and the CSI is not available at the transmitter side.

The results discussed in this section makes clear that the lack of the CSI at the

transmitter side may not benefit the data communication based on the OTFDM scheme.

5.3.2 The transmitter with CSI

This subsection analyzes the performance of the optimal resource allocation and

the SCRA technique in terms of SER, data rate loss ratio and computational complexity

reduction ratio, when the OTFDM scheme is applied with CSI. Also, it discusses a

comparison with the OFDM scheme, under the same conditions. This analysis is very

important because it addresses the real conditions of a multicarrier-based PLC system

operation dedicated to broadband data communication. For this analysis, Γ(dB) = 9.3 dB

is adopted to ensure that the peak SER is lower than 10−6. Furthermore, this analysis is

based on the same data set used in Section 3.3.1.

Fig. 34 shows the CCDF of the data rate loss ratio relative to the optimal resource

allocation for the OFDM scheme and for the OTFDM scheme (see (5.26)) with different

tile geometries. For this plot, the frequency band is from 1.7 MHz up to 100 MHz,

P (η > x) indicates the probability of the data rate loss ratio being higher than x, and

the reference data rate is the optimal data rate obtained when the OFDM scheme applies.

Note that the optimal resource allocation technique applied to the OTFDM scheme results

in a data rate loss ratio for all data set independent from the tile geometry. It means that

the OTFDM scheme achieves smaller data rate than the OFDM scheme, under the same
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conditions. This makes sense by taking a look at the curves showed in Fig 30b. Moreover,

the tile geometry with the smallest data rate loss ratio is the B geometry when B = 8.

It occurs because the largest voice bandwidth is 390.4 kHz, because Bs = 48.8 kHz, and,

based on the Chapter 3, the nSNR coherence bandwidth for in-home PLC channel has

mean value around 600 kHz. It means that all voices having bandwidth smaller than

the mean value of the nSNR coherence bandwidth will yield small data rate loss ratio in

comparison with other geometries. Note that if B = 128, then the largest voice bandwidth

is 6.24 MHz, which does not comply with the nSNR coherence bandwidth.

Fig. 35 shows the performance of the SCRA technique in terms of data rate loss

ratio applied to the OTFDM scheme, for different values of Lc, and to the OFDM scheme.

For this plot, the frequency band is from 1.7 MHz up to 100 MHz; B geometry assumes

B = 8; and the SCRA technique makes use of the minimal value of nSNR to represent

the chunk. The curve with Lc = 1 correspond to the optimal resource allocation applied

to the OTFDM scheme. Note that it yields data rate loss ratio, since the ratio compares

the data rate of the OTFDM scheme with respect to the optimal data rate obtained with

the OFDM scheme. Moreover, the SCRA technique with Lc = 16 achieves the highest

data rate loss ratio, because each chunk groups tiles of two voices, since each voice has

only 8 tiles (B = 8). Note that tiles of different voices can have distinct nSNRs. Another

interesting result is the fact that the SCRA technique offers the same data rate loss ratio

for Lc = 1, Lc = 4 and Lc = 8, when the tile geometry is B = 8. It means that all tiles

with the same voice can be grouped in a chunk without increasing the data rate loss ratio.

However, Lc = 8 attains the highest computational complexity reduction ratio (ρ = 0.88).

In other words, if Lc = B such that BBs 6 Bc,γ, then the SCRA technique yields the best
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trade off between data rate loss ratio and computational complexity reduction ratio.

Finally, but not the least, Fig. 36 shows the CCDF of the data rate loss ratio, when

the SCRA technique is applied to OFDM and OTFDM schemes for frequency bands 1.7-

30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz and 1.7-100 MHz, which are, for the sake of simplicity, named

W30, W50 and W100, respectively. To obtain this curves, 2N = 4096 tiles are considered,

meaning that the frequency resolution Bs is 14.6 kHz, 24.4 kHz and 48.8 kHz for W30, W50

and W100, respectively. For all frequency bands the SCRA technique takes into account the

minimal nSNR value in the chunk to ensure the SER constraint is not violated. Also, for

the OTFDM scheme, Lc = B = 8 because it offers the highest computational complexity

reduction ratio and the smallest data rate loss ratio, whereas for the OFDM scheme Lc = 8.

The choice of Lc = 8 for both schemes ensure that they achieves the same computational

complexity reduction ratio, i.e., ρ = 0.88. The curves in Fig. 36 show that the OTFDM

scheme yields a considerable improvement in comparison with the OFDM scheme. As

an example, for the frequency band W100, P (η > 0.05) = 0.009 if the OTFDM scheme

applies, whereas P (η > 0.05) = 0.797 if the OFDM scheme applies. Furthermore, these

curves show that the frequency band 1.7-100 MHz achieves more data rate loss ratio than

the frequency bands 1.7-30 MHz and 1.7-50 MHz, which attain slightly different results.

5.4 SUMMARY

The main conclusions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• The OTFDM scheme can efficiently be implemented to transmit data in the pas-

sband or in the baseband with computational complexity similar to the OFDM

scheme because the DOST can be efficiently implemented with the FFT. Also, the
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OTFDM can inherent the benefits associated with the circulant convolution matrix

for implementing frequency domain equalization.

• If the CSI is not available at the transmitter side, then the OTFDM scheme can,

under the presence of NBI components, offer better SER performance than the

OFDM scheme, whereas it can achieves worse SER performance than the OFDM

scheme for the additive noise composed of impulsive components and high Eb/N0.

• The OTFDM scheme alway achieves worse data rate in comparison with the OFDM

scheme when the optimal resource allocation technique applies. However, the use of

the SCRA technique results in an expressive reduction of the data rate loss ratio in

comparison with the use of the SCRA technique together with the OFDM scheme,

if the same computational complexity reduction applies.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

This thesis proposed techniques to reduce the computational complexity of re-

source allocation technique in multicarrier-based PLC systems, since the optimal resource

allocation technique is unfeasible in practical multicarrier-based PLC systems. Further-

more, this thesis proposes a novel multicarrier scheme, which offers a considerable com-

putational complexity reduction of resource allocation techniques that takes into account

the existent relationship among the microslots and among the subchannes.

Chapter 2 showed, based on a measurement campaign carried out on indoor and

low-voltage electric power grids, that nm-SNR and data rate in microslots are cyclosta-

tionary random processes. Thereafter, it introduced a resource allocation technique that

exploits the cyclostationary behavior of PLC channel to trade computational complexity

reduction and data rate loss. The novelty in the proposed technique is the fact that it

exploits the relationship among microslots within a cycle of the mains signal (case #1),

among cycles of the mains signal (case #2), and the combination of them altogether

(case #3). Performance analyses showed that the best results in terms of data rate loss

ratio and computational complexity reduction ratio are attained with case #2 and case

#3. Additionally, Chapter 2 verified that the data rate offered with Υ[m] = γ[m] is very

close to that ones obtained when Υ[m] = Ro[m]. Therefore, the use of Υ[m] = γ[m] is

strongly recommended, because it demands less computational complexity. Additionally,

a comparison analysis showed that the proposed technique can offer improvement of as

much as 15% (in terms of data-rate loss ratio) over IEEE 1901 standard, considering sets of

8 microslots. Improvements in comparison with previous bit loading technique for LPTV

channels were also reported. Additionally, the proposed technique with α1 = α2 = 1

attains the same result (optimal data rate) provided by the 2nd bit loading technique

described in [22].

Chapter 3 introduced the nSNR coherence bandwidth, which can be useful for

proposing low computational complexity resource allocation techniques for OFDM-based

PLC systems. First of all, this chapter brought the motivations for adopting such parame-

ter instead of the coherence bandwidth for resource allocation purposes. Additionally, it

discussed several numerical analyses based on measured data sets constituted by in-home,

outdoor and hybrid PLC-wireless PLC channels to show that the proposed parameter

is effective when PLC channels is impaired by a colored Gaussian random noise process.

Moreover, it focused on statistical modeling the PDF of such parameter by taking into

account three important frequency bands (1.7-30 MHz, 1.7-50 MHz and 1.7-100 Hz) and

three types of PLC channels (in-home, outdoor and hybrid PLC-wireless).

Chapter 4 detailed a novel chunk-based resource allocation technique that is sui-

table for reducing the computational complexity and the signaling overhead associated
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with the intensive use of the bit loading algorithm in PLC systems based on OFDM

scheme. Also, it discusses two modes of choosing the chunk length/bandwidth: (i) cons-

tant chunk length/bandwidth, in which the chunk length/bandwidth has the same value

regardless of the nSNR coherence bandwidth; (ii) adaptive chunk length/bandwidth, in

which the chunk length/bandwidth depends on the nSNR coherence bandwidth and, as

a consequence, the chunk length/bandwidth may change every time that a new estimate

of the nSNR is provided. Furthermore, this chapter investigated the data rate loss and

the SER performance of the SCRA technique for different ways of choosing the represen-

tative nSNR of a chunk (i.e. minimal, mean, median and maximum values of the nSNR

belonging to the chunk). In sequel, it investigated the SCRA technique performance,

when the coherence bandwidth controls the adaptive chunk length/bandwidth, and com-

pares the use of Bc,H and Bc,γ. Numerical analyses based on a data set, obtained in

a measurement campaign carried out in several residences covering the frequency bands

1.7-30, 1.7-50, and 1.7-100 MHz, showed that the best way of choosing the representative

nSNR of a chunk is to take the minimal nSNR belongs to the chunk, since it ensure the

SER constraint is not violated, with the drawback of obtaining the highest data rate

loss. Moreover, when the SCRA technique is adaptive, it can offer significant less data

rate loss for a similar computational complexity reduction in comparison with constant

chunk length/bandwidth mode. Furthermore, by choosing the chunk length/bandwidth

(for constant mode) or the threshold α (for adaptive mode), it is possible to obtain the

best trade off between the data rate loss and the computational complexity reduction.

The numerical analyses showed that the SCRA technique working as adaptive and being

based on the nSNR coherence bandwidth is trustful, agreeing with Chapter 3, since the

SCRA technique offers smaller performance losses in terms of data rate loss than based

on the coherence bandwidth.

Chapter 5 proposed a new multicarrier scheme (OTFDM scheme) and its hermitian

symmetric variation to cover both baseband and passband data communications. This

new scheme is based on the DOST, which is a time-frequency orthogonal transform. In

this scheme, the information to be transmitted during an OTFDM symbol is allocated

in orthogonal tiles of the time-frequency domain. These tiles can be less localized in

the frequency domain and more localized in the time domain than the tiles of the OFDM

scheme. The performance analyses shows that if the CSI is not available at the transmitter

sides, then the OTFDM scheme achieves, compared with the OFDM scheme, the same

SER performance when the additive noise is modeled as AWGN; better SER performance

when the additive noise is composed of NBI components; and worse SER performance

when the additive noise is composed of impulsive noise. On the other hand, if the CSI is

available at the transmitter sides, then the SCRA technique together with the OTFDM

scheme yields smaller data rate loss (with the same computational complexity reduction)

than the SCRA technique together with the OFDM scheme.
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6.1 FUTURE WORKS

Future efforts can be addressed in order to:

• Analyze the performance of the SCRA technique for outdoor PLC channels and

hybrid PLC-wireless channels. Also, it could be useful to propose a variation of the

SCRA technique considering chunk with different length/bandwidth.

• Analyze the performance of the TCRA and SCRA techniques applied together, when

in-home, outdoor and hybrid PLC-wireless channels are considered.

• Propose techniques to improve the SER performance of the OTFDM scheme impai-

red by impulsive noise.

• Propose a optimal tile geometry to be used in PLC systems based on OTFDM

scheme.
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Appendix A – A Proof of the Cyclostationarity of Υ[m]

Lets the cyclostationarity of random process be defined by [78],

C ′
Υ[m][τ ] , C ′

Υ[m][τ + L] (A.1)

and

E{Υ[m]} = E{Υ[m + L]}, (A.2)

where C ′
Υ[m][τ ] = E{Υ[m]Υ[m+ τ ]} and L is the smallest lag that makes (A.1) and (A.2)

true.

Figs. 37 and 38 show estimates of C ′
Υ[m][τ ], 0 ≤ τ < 99 for Υ[m] = γ[m] and

Υ[m] = Ro[m], respectively, when measures corresponding to four cycles of the mains

signal are considered. Moreover these graphs show that (A.1) can be satisfied if L = M =

25. The evidence that M is the smallest lag that verify cyclostationarity characteristic of

Υ[m] is the fact that E{γ[m]} ∼= E{γ[m + M ]} ∼= 20 dB, E{Ro[m]} ∼= E{Ro[m + M ]} ∼=
5.1 Mbps.
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Figure 37: C ′
Υ[m][τ ] for Υ[m] = γ[m] during 4 cycles of the mains signal (M = 25).
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Figure 38: C ′
Υ[m][τ ] for Υ[m] = Ro[m] during 4 cycles of the mains signal (M = 25).
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Appendix B – The Estimated Parameters

Tables 10 and 11 list estimates of parameters of, respectively, Gaussian mixture

and single-component distributions used to model the histogram of the nSNR coherence

bandwidth, which ones are shown in Figs. 14 to 17. For the Gaussian mixture distributions,

the tables provide µ, σ and component proportion for each Gaussian component. The

suffix after GMD refers to the number of Gaussian components, while the suffix after GC

denotes the index of the Gaussian component. For the single-component distributions, the

table lists the estimates of their respective parameters (a and b for Gamma, µ and λ for

Inverse Gaussian, µ and σ for Log-Normal and Log-Logistic, and µ and ω for Nakagami).
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Table 10: The parameter estimates of the Gaussian mixture distributions.

In-home
W30

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 405665.17 ± 1.22% 2363439.33 ± 0.28% 779804.48 ± 1.44% 244024.93 ± 0.82%
σ 12065770799.53 ± 5.59% 5457425740.08 ± 12.70% 84226908616.14 ± 3.50% 1352609439.37 ± 11.40%

Proportion 0.45 ± 3.40% 0.02 ± 8.90% 0.33 ± 3.62% 0.21
W50

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 2243791.08 ± 0.28% 281185.49 ± 1.03% 566413.33 ± 1.17% 1091662.84 ± 1.80%
σ 6289361478.76 ± 11.65% 2902636612.28 ± 8.55% 23711541616.54 ± 5.17% 50834144619.69 ± 10.34%

Proportion 0.02 ± 7.94% 0.29 ± 4.40% 0.51 ± 3.13% 0.18
W100

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 311429.34 ± 1.72% 2129913.51 ± 5.55% 1233670.41 ± 1.03% 658857.31 ± 1.45%
σ 7694094954.02 ± 8.00% 481911733630.58 ± 20.91% 23757799686.15 ± 11.30% 24279417727.67 ± 13.66%

Proportion 0.38 ± 5.72% 0.03 ± 11.81% 0.12 ± 5.96% 0.46
Hybrid (PLC-to-wireless)

W50

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 177101.60 ± 2.54% 733815.73 ± 0.93% 103228.99 ± 1.09% 394763.10 ± 0.55%
σ 2534210516.76 ± 7.16% 70600958119.23 ± 2.73% 1163246488.53 ± 3.33% 5413040056.04 ± 6.96%

Proportion 0.21 ± 7.86% 0.25 ± 2.02% 0.37 ± 4.54% 0.18
W100

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 183537.30 ± 2.31% 396834.27 ± 0.42% 108330.59 ± 0.72% 705583.08 ± 0.96%
σ 2601107669.12 ± 7.85% 4207028376.56 ± 6.61% 1079861879.50 ± 2.72% 66972086902.23 ± 2.68%

Proportion 0.18 ± 7.18% 0.19 ± 2.88% 0.39 ± 3.46% 0.25
Hybrid (wireless-to-PLC)

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 596856.36 ± 0.68% 1077971.56 ± 1.46% 1938019.66 ± 3.83% 192670.23 ± 0.71%
σ 37452906196.64 ± 3.20% 105409682227.80 ± 4.92% 669282873424.81 ± 8.12% 3328259647.23 ± 3.60%

Proportion 0.50 ± 2.82% 0.32 ± 4.43% 0.02 ± 10.92% 0.15
W50

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 790686.47 ± 3.14% 205093.59 ± 0.94% 1789278.97 ± 4.67% 1192231.08 ± 4.84%
σ 76047665903.65 ± 8.01% 4147019864.33 ± 4.78% 330375794414.46 ± 7.60% 144548377255.56 ± 11.77%

Proportion 0.46 ± 13.04% 0.12 ± 2.49% 0.09 ± 26.54% 0.34
W100

Distribution Parameter GC 1 GC 2 GC 3 GC 4

GMD 4
µ 1795671.03 ± 4.08% 195630.57 ± 1.12% 1264510.10 ± 3.72% 833432.77 ± 1.85%
σ 388659474486.93 ± 7.71% 6936778610.52 ± 4.01% 149596966513.64 ± 9.44% 77066026509.54 ± 6.51%

Proportion 0.07 ± 22.80% 0.14 ± 2.31% 0.30 ± 11.07% 0.48
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Table 11: The parameter estimates of the single-component distributions.

In-home
W30

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Inverse Gaussian
µ 530845.49 ± 0.72%
λ 1455912.71 ± 1.68%

W50

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Inverse Gaussian
µ 616365.03 ± 0.72%
λ 1662207.20 ± 1.68%

W100

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Log-Logistic
µ 13.19 ± 0.06%
σ 0.35 ± 0.97%
Outdoor

W30

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Gamma
a 7.26 ± 0.87%
b 19103.43 ± 0.90%

Nakagami
µ 2.04 ± 0.82%
ω 21743681099.54 ± 0.44%

W50

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Gamma
a 7.19 ± 0.86%
b 19410.33 ± 0.90%

Nakagami
µ 2.01 ± 0.82%
ω 22089784625.92 ± 0.44%

W100

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Gamma
a 6.80 ± 0.86%
b 20301.10 ± 0.90%

Nakagami
µ 1.92 ± 0.82%
ω 21723898422.92 ± 0.45%

Hybrid (PLC-to-wireless)
W30

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Inverse Gaussian
µ 177129.53 ± 0.71%
λ 150163.05 ± 0.92%

Log-Normal
µ 11.63 ± 0.05%
σ 0.91 ± 0.46%

W50

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Inverse Gaussian
µ 327836.83 ± 0.67%
λ 312951.30 ± 0.92%

W100

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Inverse Gaussian
µ 322498.26 ± 0.63%
λ 343647.38 ± 0.92%

Hybrid (wireless-to-PLC)
W30

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Gamma
a 2.63 ± 0.87%
b 272950.03 ± 0.96%

W50

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Nakagami
µ 0.89 ± 0.80%
ω 1155475154992.01 ± 0.69%

W100

Distribution Parameter Estimate

Nakagami
µ 0.82 ± 0.80%
ω 1169725593056.27 ± 0.72%
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